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thaliana and characterize the asymmetric divergence of duplicated paralogous proteins 
through their interaction profiles. To further dissect the relationship between interactions 
and function enforced by evolution, we investigated a first-of-its-kind systematic cross-
species human-yeast hybrid interactome network. Although the cross-species network is 
topologically similar to conventional intra-species networks, we found signatures of 
dynamic changes in interaction propensities due to countervailing evolutionary forces. 
Collectively, these analyses of human, plant and yeast interactome networks bridge 
separate experiments to characterize bias, function and evolution across eukaryotic 
kingdoms. 
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1 
Introduction 
1.1 Systems approaches to biology 
Classic molecular biology, focusing on the study of limited numbers of genes and 
their products, has had much success in approaching biological questions. Such strategies 
characterize subsets of cellular components, but do not describe cells globally(Vidal, 
2001) . Because genes , the proteins they code for and other macromolecules carry out 
biological processes cooperatively, systems level approaches are required to create useful 
models of how the interconnected components of the cell work together(Lazebnik , 2002). 
The growing availability and exchange of biological information has been 
heralded by the release of the fully sequenced genomes of multiple organisms. 
Standardization linked with massive parallelization of experiments has driven waves of 
progressively larger scale, bolder, and higher throughput functional genomic approaches. 
Transcriptome mapping characterizes the degree to which genes are transcribed, and 
proteomic approaches determine. the abundance of proteins in particular cells, as well as 
their co-presence within complexes and their post-translational modifications. 
Experiments testing for genetic interactions between genes, describing epistatic 
relationships , and tests of physical interactions between protein , DNA , RNA and other 
macromolecules or metabolites, describe connections within biological systems. 
A major strategy for the interpretation of protein interaction maps is that of 'guilt 
by association'(Oliver , 2000), which implicates proteins that interact as working together 
towards common functions(Barabasi, Gulbahce , & Loscalzo , 2011) . Proteins associated 
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with particular or related disease phenotypes often interact(Goh et al. , 2007), and 
individual interactions are of tremendous value in that they can establish or confirm 
functional associations between proteins or present fresh hypotheses regarding the 
involvement of uncharacterized proteins in cellular processes(M. E. Cusick, Klitgord, 
Vidal, & Hill, 2005) . 
Although 'guilt by association' provides opportunities to expand our knowledge of 
functional elements within the cell, it can yield confusing outputs. The reasonable 
assumption of coordinated action between interacting pairs of proteins may connect 
apparently unrelated network neighbors, confusingly implicating them in multiple and 
seemingly unrelated biological processes( Jeffery, 2003). Second, many mutants exhibit 
phenotypes that are difficult to differentiate from wild-type organisms, while other genes 
are essential for survival. Third, complexes of interacting proteins work together, with 
progressively hierarchical organization(Barabasi & Oltvai , 2004) (clusters of modules 
repeating on different scales) that cannot be described by individual interactions. Fourth , 
proteomes change in time and space . These changes in protein localization, dynamics, 
turnover and post-translational modifications can make statements about protein function 
contingent upon a variety of factors. For these and other reasons, functional genomic data 
requires integrative analyses that account for complexity. 
Accounting for the tremendous complexity of biological systems, and 
understanding relationships between perturbations due to variation or pathogens and the 
phenotypic outputs that result, requires a distinct methodology of formal 
conceptualization. Networks, or graphs of protein and other macromolecular nodes 
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connected by a variety edges representing different types of interactions, can serve as 
abstractions of biological elements and the relationships between them. They offer a 
bird' s eye view of how interconnected cellular elements perform biological functions, 
and where perturbations resulting in measurable phenotypes may occur. A variety of 
tools exist to describe complex systems in terms of linked components, allowing network 
level analyses bridge the gap between reductionist biology and the study of biological 
organisms as systems. 
Macromolecules apart from proteins constitute a portion of the full interactome 
(the set of all possible interactions), but protein-protein interactions are the structural 
backbone of functional complexes and signaling pathways. The systematic mapping of 
physical interactions between proteins, detected using a variety of binary and non-binary 
methods, is a tractable problem. Initial static and scaffold-level descriptions of the human 
interactome (Rual et al., 2005) have demonstrated that protein interaction networks, are 
of use in deciphering the complexity of eukaryotic cells. For example, the 
characterization of expression correlations between interacting proteins in complex 
interactome networks has been used to explain the behavior of both well and poorly 
characterized cancer proteins(Pujana et al., 2007). With sufficient characterization of 
biological systems, models can be built that identify perturbations related to genetic 
variation(Zhong et al., 2009) and pathogens(Rozenblatt-Rosen et al., 2012). 
1.2 Interactome maps 
In many laboratories, using a variety of methodologies, protein-protein 
interactions are being mapped more quickly and cheaply than ever before, and on 
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increasingly larger scales. These methodologies can be split into binary, direct 
associations and indirect non-binary associations, which include both direct and indirect 
interactions between proteins in multi-unit complexes. 
A typical Affinity Purification followed by Mass Spectrometry (AP-MS) 
approach to determine non-binary associations begins by affixing a bait protein via 
antibodies or genetically encoded tags to an affinity matrix. Molecular interactions are 
used to extract other associated elements from cellular lysates, mass spectrometry is used 
to identify the proteins that were pulled down, and in silico methods are used to increase 
sensitivity and decrease background effects. AP-MS and other non-binary methods 
describe complexes, within which direct interactions are of unknown topology. To 
describe these hypothetical unknown interactions, "spoke" and "matrix" models are used . 
In the "spoke" model, the protein bait is considered to interact directly with the rest of the 
proteins in the complex. In the "matrix" model, all proteins within the complex are 
assumed to have a direct interaction with each other. Although this model contains all 
possible true interactions, it also describes many false interactions as well , since it is 
impossible in larger complexes for every member to interact in a direct and pair-wise 
manner with every other member(Gary D Bader & Hogue, 2002). 
To overcome the limitations of spoke and matrix models, machine learning 
approaches have been used to integrate large-scale mass spectrometry data and assign 
probabilities to protein-protein interactions(Krogan et al., 2006). Binary interactions 
within experimentally determined co-complexes can be inferred using a variety of other 
features, such as published physical or co-citation interactions between orthologs 
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detected in other species, mRNA co-expression, genetic interactions, domain co-
occurrence, gene neighborhoods, phylogenetic profiles, other published affinity 
purification- mass spectrometry data, and solved structural data(Havugimana et al., 
2012). 
Machine learning approaches can also incorporate the features listed above 
without being linked to any particular set of experiments. For example, a recent 
publication (Zhang et al., 2012) built upon the machine learning features described above 
and inferred binary interactions using three dimensional structural information. 
Incorporating measures of similarity to homologous models and geometric relationships 
to structures known to mediate interactions resulted in protein-protein interaction 
predictions with superior accuracy and coverage . 
Explicit experimental determination of direct interactions is performed using a 
variety of binary assays, in both small-scale and high-throughput experiments. Binary 
interaction assays(Braun, 2012) include protein fragment complementation (PCA), split-
ubiquitin, luminescence I luciferase-mediated interactome (LUMIER), mammalian 
protein-protein interaction trap (MAPPIT), protein arrays and yeast two-hybrid 
(Y2H)(Fields & Song, 1989). The CCSB (Center for Cancer Systems Biology) uses 
several of these technologies to systematically map direct physical binary, protein-protein 
interactions at genome scale in a cost effective way before analyzing the experimentally 
generated networks. 
In yeast two-hybrid(Fields & Song, 1989) experiments at the CCSB (Rual et al., 
2005), a collection of ORFs coding for proteins(Yang et al., 2011) are fused to either the 
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DNA binding domain (DB configuration) or activation domains (AD configuration) of 
the fragmented Saccharomyces cerevisiae GAL4 transcription factor in complementary 
yeast mating types. This approach is not universal, as systems implemented elsewhere 
use other complementation techniques. The Escherichia coli LexA protein and the acid 
blob domain B42, or split ubiquitin moieties (Stagljar , Korostensky, Johnsson, & Te 
Heesen, 1998), can be used instead of the GAL4 transcription factor. Instead of using 
controlled libraries of ORFs, eDNA libraries can be used(Uetz et al., 2000), resulting in 
greater testing of highly expressed proteins. Upon mating, if the proteins fused to both 
halves of the transcription factor interact, a transcription factor required for survival on 
selective media is reconstituted. Survival on selective media becomes a useful phenotypic 
readout of the presence or absence of interactions. Other systems may use other readouts, 
such as beta-galactosidase activity in media conditions that result in visible changes in 
color. To increase the throughput of the experiments, AD pools of proteins are used in 
screens for interactions and pair-wise tests are performed to follow up hits found in the 
original broad screen(Rual et al., 2005). Such pooling is not necessary to perform yeast 
two-hybrid experiments, and is not done in many of the implementations described in 
literature. Pooled screens are not as sensitive or reproducible as pair-wise tests, and the 
requirement that proteins be detected in a lower coverage screen before pair-wise retests 
decreases the sampling sensitivity of the high-throughput Y2H assay(V enkatesan et al., 
2008) . 
Lastly, curation of interactions described by literature(M. Cusick, Yu, & Smolyar, 
2009) or catalogued in publicly available databases(Aranda et al., 2010; G. D. Bader, 
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2003; Berman et al., 2000; Ceol et al., 2010; Keshava Prasad et al., 2009; Salwinski et al., 
2004; Stark et al., 2011) can be used to construct larger meta-networks of smaller-scale 
interaction experiments. Standardized inter-changeable codes for describing experimental 
interaction detection methods have been developed (PSI-MI IDs), and these codes can be 
used to differentiate binary from non-binary or other types of interactions. Integrating 
binary and non-binary interactions, without simply taking the union of these very 
different interaction types, yields a clearer biological view than any single method 
alone(Gary D Bader & Hogue, 2002). 
1.3 Bias in annotations and interactions 
Large-scale annotations are necessary to describe the functions of cellular 
elements that interactions serve to organize. Primary resources include the corpus of 
available gene annotations curated from scientific literature. Formal ontological 
descriptions of the molecular functions, biological processes, and cellular components 
associated with genes(Ashburner, Ball, Blake, & Botstein, 2000), together with catalogs 
of biological pathway(Subramanian, Tamayo, Mootha, Mukherjee, & Ebert, 2005) 
associations, can be used to describe function within cells. Phenotypic associations for 
genes, most notably with respect to human disease (Online Mendelian Inheritance in 
Man, OMIM®. McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine, Johns Hopkins 
University (Baltimore, MD). World Wide Web URL: http://omim.org/), describe the 
measurable end products of genetic variation. These associations, in tandem with 
biological networks, can be used to relate genotype to phenotype(Vidal, Cusick, & 
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Barabasi, 2011). Although many of these ontological descriptions have been 
standardized, their depth of characterization varies widely, with significant annotation 
gaps for poorly studied proteins. 
Knowledge gaps and inconsistencies between different sources of data do not 
only occur at the level of individual protein functional annotations. Compounding the 
differences between edges contributed by different experimental assays, literature curated 
interaction networks lack appreciable numbers of interactions for many proteins, or may 
fail to describe any interactions for these proteins whatsoever. Worse y~t, in many of the 
small-scale experiments composing curated literature networks, interacting proteins are 
functionally related suspects even before the interaction experiments are performed . 
Thus, there can be severe knowledge gaps regarding interactions between poorly 
characterized proteins or those for which research tools are limited(Edwards et al., 2011). 
Proteins that are considered more important, discovered earlier, or for which good 
reagents are available appear to have more interactions, introducing bias and distorting 
network properties(Braun, 2012), and making literature curated interaction sets less 
suited for network analyses(H. Yu et al., 2008). 
Systematic applications of a variety of approaches, designed to be free of initial 
hypotheses, help fix but do not necessarily overcome the problem of non-uniform 
annotation and maps of proteins and interactions. Different methods(Stagljar et al., 1998) 
and mapping strategies have varying sensitivities(Venkatesan et al ., 2008) in their ability 
to detect certain types of interactions(Brito & Andrews, 2011), and the proteins or 
interactions chosen for testing are often limited to those of particular interest. Testing all 
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pairwise combinations within larger protein sets provides a broader view of cellular 
network structure and function less constrained by expectations and current 
knowledge(H . Yu et al., 2008). Such experiments allow more straightforward 
descriptions of the interactions tested and limit the degree to which sampling might affect 
conclusions regarding the global and local properties of interactome networks(Han, 
Dupuy, Bertin, Cusick, & Vidal, 2005). As a result, homogeneous testing using high-
throughput approaches and targeted smaller scale tests yield different perspectives of the 
interactome landscape(M. Dreze et al., 2011a) . 
As described above, many different biological network maps exist, and different 
networks of equally high quality can differ in the nature of the interactions they describe. 
For example, the inconsistencies between curated literature interactions, large-scale non-
binary AP-MS experiments and systematic binary networks are significant enough that 
the biological properties and network measures of their maps differ significantly(H. Yu et 
al., 2008). These differences in network measures may, among other things, be due to the 
way that non-binary experiments are translated into the world of interactions( Gary D 
Bader & Hogue, 2002), and the differences in the biological properties may be due to 
over- and under-representation of different functional categories(X. Yu, Ivanic, 
Memisevic, Wallqvist, & Reifman, 2011). 
Technological advances in the detection and prediction of interactions have 
resulted in a race to map and predict larger scale protein interaction networks using 
improved experimental methods (H. Yu et al., 2011) and computational strategies (Zhang 
et al., 2012) of ever increasing scope. Although the numbers of published protein 
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interactions are rapidly increasing (Braun, 2012), much of the protein interaction 
landscape remains poorly mapped. The,...., 17,000 binary interactions described in (Aranda 
et al., 2010; G. D. Bader, 2003; Berman et al., 2000; Ceol et al., 2010; Keshava Prasad et 
al., 2009; Salwinski et al., 2004; Stark et al., 2011) constitute a small fraction of the 
,....,130,000 (Venkatesan et al., 2008) to ,....,650,000 (Stumpf & Thorne, 2008) interactions 
estimated to be present in the full human interactome. However,just as the estimated size 
of the interactome changes with respect to different assumptions, the number of known 
interactions shrinks when restricted to higher quality interactions; only "'6,000 
interactions have been detected using more than one assay or are described in more than 
one publication. 
To determine the size of the interactome, the CCSB uses a controlled framework 
(V enkatesan et al., 2008). Experimental search spaces are well defined, making coverage 
relative to the full interactome clear. In the case of HI -1 (Rual et al., 2005), screening 
completeness relative to all possible human pairs was estimated to be "'10%. Repeats of 
systematic and uniformly executed experiments allow calculations of screening and assay 
sensitivity using fitted parameters and an exponential decay model. Within a small search 
space , repeated screens demonstrated per screen sensitivity to be "'50%. Assay sensitivity 
was calculated using a curated set of observations with evidence from different 
publications or with evidence from different experimental assays. Assay sensitivity 
relative to such a positive reference set was calculated to be "'20%. Given the low 
likelihood of finding interactions at random , the random reference set constituted 
negative controls , which together with positive reference sets could be used to evaluate 
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the precision of an assay. The precision of literature curated interactions was ~25%, and 
the precision of HI-1 was judged to be ~80%. Using these four parameters, the human 
interactome was originally estimated to contain 74,000 to 200,000 binary biophysical 
interactions, but the values of each of these parameters in published interactomes (M. 
Dreze et al., 2011b; H. Yu et al., 2008) since HI-l(Rual et al., 2005) have varied as the 
experimental pipeline of the lab has changed. 
Even given the most optimistic estimates, over ninety percent of the binary 
interactome remains experimentally unmapped. Whether interactions remain undetected 
due to biases in the experiments performed or technical limitations related to assay 
sensitivities, the high degree of missing information results in significant challenges in 
the study of interactome networks. 
1.4 Functional inferences and evolutionary dynamics 
Once systematic data sets and greater confidence interactions are in hand, the 
characteristic properties of biological networks, which present with certain reproducible 
properties can be investigated. The degree distributions of biological networks, like those 
of Internet servers and many other networks, are scale-free (Barabasi & Oltvai, 2004). 
Altho,ugh this may be due to sampling a relatively small number of edges from the 
significantly larger true interactome (Han et al., 2005), it is believed that scale-free 
topology has certain benefits, such as robustness to random node or edge perturbations. 
To circumvent this robustness, pathogen proteins have been characterized as 'attacking' 
hubs (Mukhtar et al., 2011). As in many other scale-free networks, high degree nodes 
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often have higher betweenness centrality (a measure of what fraction of the shortest paths 
between any two nodes go through a particular node) and higher closeness centrality (a 
measure of how close a node is, on average, to the rest of the nodes in the network). 
Biological networks of binary protein-protein interactions are typically disassortative 
(meaning that high-degree nodes preferentially interact with low degree nodes) as 
opposed to neutrally assortative (where the degrees of nodes have no relationship to the 
degrees of their neighbors). Small-world properties predominate, in that all nodes are 
relatively close to one another (as demonstrated using shortest path distributions) in the 
network (Barabasi & Oltvai, 2004). 
Certain types of proteins appear to be associated with unusual network topology. 
It is contested as to whether hubs, for example, may(Jeong, Mason, Barabasi, & Oltvai, 
2001) or may not (H. Yu et al., 2008) be associated with essentiality. Hubs have also 
been linked with pleiotropy (H. Yu et al., 2008), and a consensus list of cancer 
genes(Futreal, Coin, Marshall, & Down, 2004) has been shown to have unique 
topological properties as well in that cancer genes are both highly connected to 
themselves and other proteins in the network(Xia, Sun, Jia, & Zhao, 2011). 
Topology also relates to function in that clusters of proteins in the network 
describe biological modules. To pick more heavily interacting and functional subsets of 
proteins out of seemingly chaotic networks, different clustering methods and tests of 
functional enrichment(Berriz, Beaver, Cenik, Tasan, & Roth, 2009) can be applied. One 
clustering method of interest is link-based clustering(Ahn, Bagrow, & Lehmann, 2010), 
because it focuses on interactions rather than the nodes. This allows nodes to be in 
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multiple communities, suggesting pleiotropic functionality. With respect to the quality of 
edges, edges of greater fidelity are better able to identify functionally relevant clusters(X. 
Yu et al., 2011). 
Systematic interactome screens provide insight into network evolution. 
Homologous and orthologous genes, or genes with similar sequences likely derived from 
common ancestors, can participate in conserved interactions. Sequence alignment tools 
such as BLAST(Altschul, Gish, Miller, Myers, & Lipman, 1990) help in identifying these 
evolutionary relationships. Homologous interactions between matched orthologs have 
been termed interologs when they describe pairs of proteins and regulogs when they 
describe orthologous interactions between proteins and DNA(H. Yu et al., 2004). The 
distinction between paralogs and orthologs is that when homologs arise due to speciation 
events, they are orthologs, and when they arise due to duplication events, they are 
paralogs. With different algorithms and methods, these ancestry relationships can be 
obtained more thoroughly than with BLAST alone. InParanoid(Ostlund et al., 2010), for 
example, incorporates speciation tree information. Because orthologs in different species 
are likely to have preserved functions(Gabald6n, 2008), the functional differences 
between orthologs and paralogs in different species are relevant. Variation across species 
increases the scope of edge and interaction perturbations, describing greater variation 
with respect to interactions between proteins and their interactors than that found within a 
single species. 
Interactions with the same proteins are useful as a proxy for shared function. They 
can be used to describe the dynamic sub and neo-functionalization of functionally 
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redundant paralogs in the same organism, with freshly duplicated paralogous proteins 
progressively losing newly redundant functions over time (Wagner, 2001). In addition to 
functional divergence, paralogs can diverge through differential expression (Hittinger & 
Carroll, 2007) . When using interactions as a proxy for functional associations , 
comparisons of evolutionarily related proteins through their shared and unshared 
interaction partners requires careful accounting, with matched tests of the same sets of 
possible partners and serious consideration of artifacts that might arise due to screening 
depth. For example, in the human interaction network HI-1, the set of possible 
interactions between the seven thousand proteins being tested against one another, 
otherwise known as the search space , was clearly defined (Venkatesan et al., 2008), and 
each possible interaction had one opportunity to be found in the screen. Building upon 
this, the AI-l repeat space network (M. Dreze et al., 2011a) was constructed using six 
screens of the same space tested in both configurations , resulting in greater densities of 
interactions being detected with greater screening depth . 
Apparently paralogous proteins with high sequence similarity do not always share 
high percentages of interaction partners or ontological terms. The lack of functional 
similarity may be due to either the dearth of functional knowledge available for proteins 
or the coverage, precision and sensitivity issues of experiments testing for interactions 
(Venkatesan et al., 2008) . Only once these issues are accounted for do interaction 
profiles become a useful proxy for network and functional rewiring. 
Interaction rewiring due to gains and losses of nodes and interactions has been 
calculated to result in rapid reorganization of molecular machinery within the cell 
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(Wagner, 2001). Just as evidence of variation related to interactions has been found in 
human populations (Zhong et al., 2009), it should change even more greatly over time 
between orthologous proteins in different species. Edge rewiring, with loss or gain of 
interactions rather than the loss and gain of nodes due to missense mutations or 
duplication, has been reproduced experimentally (Matija Dreze et al., 2009), and the 
phenotypic effects associated with the gain and loss of interactions in human have been 
described in terms of associations with human diseases (Wang et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 
2009). Like orchids and the insects that have co-evolved to pollinate them, the interaction 
surfaces between any pair of proteins are continuously re-negotiated. Give and take on 
each side results in changes that render the descendants of ancestral interaction partners 
unrecognizable to one other. Interfaces no longer recognizable to ancestral interaction 
partners may in turn become recognizable to new interaction partners. Given that 
interfaces can be grouped into sets that are 'close enough' (Zhang et al., 2012), the 
number of protein interfaces becomes finite, suggesting the re-use of interfaces in 
different contexts and species. 
With integration, these datasets and approaches provide an opportunity to 
understand and learn from protein interaction networks of species spread across the 
eukaryotic kingdom. Comparing the interaction profiles of protein fragments(Boxem et 
al., 2008), isoforms, and more drastically, homologous (or phenologous(McGary et al., 
2010)) proteins from different species shows how genetic variation in translated ORFs 
can lead to rewiring and related species specific phenotypes derived from common 
ancestry. 
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1.5 Goals and thesis summary 
The expansion of available protein interaction maps into the true reference binary 
protein interactomes of multiple species will one day contribute more effectively to 
systems level understanding of complex biological systems and cellular networks 
underlying genotype to phenotype relationships(Vidal et al., 2011). Recognizing the 
strengths and weaknesses of interactome mapping strategies in characterizing the 
extraordinary landscape of human and other species' proteomes will aid in the use of 
these rich and complementary data sets. Characterizing biases so that current networks 
can be appreciated as holistically as possible is of value not only to the study of human 
disease pathology, but also to the study of genotype to phenotype relationships in other 
species . Second , comparative assessments of associations between proteins with respect 
to functional and evolutionary relationships reveal the power of deeper screening and 
new approaches, making use of disparate sources of information to characterize and 
integrate datasets. Third, as a supplement to mapping as much of the interactome as 
possible and ensuring that the interactions are precise, there is a need for more integrated 
use of matched interactome datasets in different species for the purpose of answering 
biological questions . 
In this thesis, we build upon ~xisting strategies for integration of orthogonal 
datasets describing what is known of functional biology arising from interactions . In the 
second chapter, using the HI-2012 network, we characterize the strengths and weaknesses 
of different protein interaction networks . We show that there are quantifiable differences 
in the kinds of proteins they detect leading to special cases of misleading false negatives 
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associated with protein properties, knowledge biases and likely technical biases. In the 
third and fourth chapter, using the AI-l network, we integrate high-throughput 
experimental data with computational methods to direct edges and identify groups of 
genes with respect to network topology and functional behavior. In the fifth chapter, 
using matched intra-species networks and an inter-species network of interactions 
between proteins from different species, we place genes, variation, and interactions 
within evolutionary contexts. We look for evidence of conserved binding interfaces rather 
than relying on sequence to distinguish gains and losses of interactions due to 
evolutionary processes from false negatives due to incomplete networks. This last project 
addresses the difficult problem of comparing interactions across species, and culminates 
the integrative analyses described in the previous chapters. 
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Improved knowledge of local and global properties of macromolecular interaction 
networks, or "interactome" networks, is required for a systems understanding of 
cellular functions. Here, we produce a second-generation high-quality human 
binary protein-protein interaction map ("HI-2012") of -14,000 connections between 
-4,300 proteins, a five-fold increase in size over our previous map. Our systematic 
testing strategy produces interactions that are distributed homogeneously 
throughout the search space, and are largely free of influence from confounding 
properties such as protein abundance, domain content, or perceived functional 
importance. We probe previously-unexplored regions of the interactome space, 
finding that they contain an abundance of direct physical interactions and disease-
associated proteins. When combined with existing high-confidence interactions in 
the literature, we have nearly 10% of the human reference interactome in hand. A 
complete human interactome map is now within sight, and it will serve as a critical 
piece towards a fuller understanding of the genotype to phenotype relationships in 
human cells. 
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Most genes and gene products exhibit extensive pleiotropy, arising from their 
involvement in diverse molecular interactions. The aggregate of all interactions, the 
interactome, constitutes a robust cellular network (Barabasi & Oltvai, 2004), (Barkai & 
Leibler, 1997), of which physical protein-protein interactions (PPis) represent one critical 
piece. Complete catalogs of PPis are required to enable a comprehensive understanding 
of cellular functions. 
Over 100,000 human PPis have been documented in the available literature (Stark 
et al., 2011). At the binary level, interaction detection is predominantly carried out by 
variations on yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) methodologies (Fields & Song, 1989). Continual 
enhancements to Y2H have given rise to proteome-scale maps of many thousands of 
interactions for diverse model organisms (Arabidopsis Interactome Mapping Consortium, 
2011), (Simonis et al., 2009), (Yu et al., 2008). To identify protein complexes, protein 
purification methods followed by mass spectrometry (MS) continues to be de rigueur 
(Gavin et al., 2006), (Krogan et al., 2006), (Breitkreutz et al., 2010). In a recent advance, 
a large-scale series of biochemical fractions were subjected to iiquid chromatography 
tandem-MS (LC-MS/MS) to exhaustively identify co-fractionating subsets of the human 
proteome (Havugimana et al., 2012). Integrating these subsets with additional genomic 
cues provided a protein complex landscape of a human cell, consisting of "'14,000 PPis 
spanning "'3 ,000 distinct proteins. 
Knowledge of protein interactions would ideally be supported by descriptions of 
their interfaces at atomic-level resolution (e.g. as determined through X-ray 
crystallography), but such methods are fundamentally low-throughput, given that both the 
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purification and crystallization of protein complexes continues to be a substantial 
challenge (Radaev, Li, & Sun, 2006). Nevertheless, existing structural data may enhance 
understanding of known interactions (Mosca, Ceol, & Aloy, 2012) and can be used for 
the prediction of new PPis, as done recently to predict "'300,000 interactions amongst 
""'11 ,000 human proteins (Zhang et al ., 2012). 
These distinct mapping techniques present unique and complementary 
perspectives of the protein-protein interaction landscape (Fig. 1A). Here we introduce a 
second-generation map of binary interactions, and explore the distinct views of the 
human interactome provided by this map and alternate mapping strategies. We 
investigate the role that each strategy plays in unraveling the structural organization of 
protein complexes, identifying domain-mediated binding interfaces, defining disease-
associated gene network properties, and surveying the interactome space itself. 
Binary interaction mapping and literature-based validation. We tested for binary 
interactions in a space of "'108 pairwise combinations of "'13,000 human genes 
(represented by "'16,000 ORFs; "hORFeome 5.1" (Yang et al., 2011)), screening this 
search space two times following our second-generation CCSB-Y2H pipeline (Yu et al., 
2011). Each Y2H-positive colony was identified and retested in quadruplicate at the 
pairwise level, and pairs exhibiting the Y2H-positive phenotype in at least three of these 
four replicates were considered positive interactors (Fig. 1B). With this pipeline we 
identified 13,944 interactions amongst 4,303 genes ("HI-2012"). HI-2012 represents the 
largest experimentally-generated binary interaction map to date, with a 2.5-fold increase 
in the search space size and a 5-fold increase in the number of reported interactions over 
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our previous systematic human interactome-mapping effort ("ID-1") (Rual et al., 2005) . 
Accounting for sensitivity differences in the HI-2012 and HI-1 experimental pipelines 
(Supplementary Online Methods) the overlap between the two datasets is near 
expectation, suggesting that they both represent samples from the same underlying 
interactome (fig. S1). 
To compare HI-2012 pairs against the body of known interactions, we extracted 
"'70,000 literature-curated interactions ("LCI") from seven PPI databases (Bader, Betel , 
& Hogue, 2003), (Stark et al., 2011), (Salwinski et al., 2004), (Keshava Prasad et al., 
2009), (Aranda et al., 2010), (Ceol et al., 2010), (Berman et al., 2000) such that each 
interaction had a traceable publication record and did not originate from previously-
published CCSB datasets (Fig. 1C). In the LCI set,"' 17,000 pairs had been reported by at 
least one binary interaction detection method ("binLCI"; table SX). We further split 
binLCI into: (i) "'11 ,000 pairs with only a single piece of literature evidence 
("binLCI[l]"), and (ii) "'6,000 higher-confidence pairs supported by two or more pieces 
of evidence ("binLCI[2+ ]").The number of interactions shared between binLCI[2+] and 
HI-2012 (160) meets expectation (150--279, 95% CI), arguing that HI-2012 represents a 
highly precise collection of interactions (fig. S1). Since construction of LCI reference sets 
may differ with regard to data sources and methodologies, for comparison we also 
examined pairs from a recently published dataset of human binary interactions 
("binHINT -LC") supported by at least two low throughput publications ("binHINT-
LC[2+ ]", (Das & Yu, 2012)). 
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We benchmarked HI-2012 pairs against samples of "'500 binLCI[2+] pairs, ,.._,350 
binHINT -LC[2+] pairs*, and "'700 random pairs (RRS), a four-fold increase in number 
over our previous reference collection (Venkatesan et al., 2009). *Approximately 230 
pairs are shared between the binLCI[2+] and binHINT-LC[2+] samples (Fig. 2C). These 
samples, plus an additional random sample of "'900 pairs from HI-2012, were tested for 
protein interactions by three orthogonal assays: Mammalian Protein-Protein Interaction 
Trap (MAPPIT) (Eyckerman et al., 2001), a well-based nucleic acid programmable 
protein array (WNAPPA) (Ramachandran et al., 2008), and a fluorescence-reconstituting 
protein-fragment complementation assay (PCA) (Nyfeler, Michnick, & Hauri, 2005) (fig. 
S2). Of these three assays, MAPPIT consistently provided the most discriminatory 
sensitivity and specificity (fig. S3). Across a range of MAPPIT titration levels, HI-2012 
exhibited validation rates that were statistically indistinguishable from binLCI[2+] and 
binHINT-LC[2+] (Fig. 2A,B and fig. S2). 
To verify that requiring multiple pieces of evidence in interaction databases 
provided us with a reliable set of interactions, we also selected samples from binLCI 
supported by only a single piece of evidence ("binLCI[l]") or by a single publication 
("binHINT -LC[1]"). Validation rates were significantly lower for both of these samples 
as compared to the higher-confidence "[2+]" samples (Fig. 2A,B and fig. S2), 
substantiating earlier findings that curation error-rates may be elevated for pairs reported 
only once in interaction databases (Cusick et al., 2009). All literature samples were also 
tested for interaction in the CCSB-Y2H system, and again we found minimal detection of 
both binLCI_[l] and binHINT-LC[l] pairs, indicating that the reduced sensitivity for 
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single-evidence PPis is not likely tied to technical aspects of any one experimental 
method. 
When averaged over a range of MAPPIT score thresholds, the estimated precision 
of HI-2012 ranges between 85% and 93% relative to the binHINT -LC[2+] and 
binLCI[2+] sets, respectively (Fig. 2D). CCSB-Y2H assay sensitivity in these two 
literature sets ranges between "'13% and "'14%, values comparable to the MAPPIT assay 
when its quantitative reporter is stringently thresholded to control for minimal RRS recall 
(Fig . 2D). These precision and assay sensitivity values are near previously reported 
estimates obtained using a smaller, but meticulously-curated, positive reference set 
(Venkatesan et al., 2009). 
Estimating the per-screen sampling sensitivity to be "'39% (SOM X), we estimate 
the binary interactome to contain between "'290,000 and "'350,000 interactions (Fig. 2D). 
Previously reported estimates for interactome size have ranged between"' 130,000 
(V enkatesan et al., 2009) and "'650 ,000 (Stumpf et al., 2008) binary interactions . The 
choice of the reference set used for these calculations can substantially alter the final 
estimated value, hence stringent criteria for reference set construction is required to 
accurately estimate interactome size . Large estimates may simply be explained by relaxed 
criteria used to assemble positive standards, e.g. interactome size estimates can balloon to 
nearly 106 PPis if using binLCI[1] or binHINT-LC[l] as the reference sets (Fig. 2D). 
Given these size predictions, considerable effort remains to gain a complete view of the 
H. sapiens interactome. 
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Two recently published datasets have provided large-scale in-depth views of the 
human interactome apart from the binary view provided by HI-2012: the "CoFrac" 
biochemical fractionation/MS-based experimental results (Havugimana et al., 2012), and 
the "PrePPI" .predicted interactions arising from large-scale structural modeling (Zhang et 
al., 2012). Both are of comparable size and quality to HI-2012 and binLCI[2+], with 
PrePPI being restricted to ""26,000 high-confidence predicted interactions matching the 
precision estimates of high-throughput experimental techniques ("PrePPI-HT"; SOM 
XX; Fig . lD). In line with their distinct mapping strategies, Hl-2012, binLCI[2+], 
CoFrac, and PrePPI-HT report largely distinct sets of interactions (fig. S4). Each exhibit 
enrichment for shared annotation terms and can be used to infer new function for 
uncharacterized proteins via guilt-by-association strategies (Tasan et al., 2012), (Pefia-
Castillo et al., 2008), (Lee, Blom, Wang, Shim, & Marcotte, 2011), (Myers, Chiriac, & 
Troyanskaya, 2009), (Mostafavi & Morris, 2010), (Lee et al., 2011), though varying 
levels of predictive performance for different annotation types argue against blindly 
combining the networks (Pefia-Castillo et al., 2008), (fig. S5). All four networks have 
analogous topologies , including scale-free degree distributions (fig. S4) , but the degree of 
a protein in one network does not correlate with its degree in the other networks (fig. S4) . 
This further suggests that each mapping strategy may be revealing different aspects of the 
interactome landscape. 
Direct binary interactions. The Y2H assay is capable of detecting direct physical 
contacts between protein pairs, possibly within larger multi-subunit complexes. Binary 
methods may be used to infer protein quaternary structure (Lehner & Sanderson, 2004) in 
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tandem with existing knowledge of complex membership, data best generated by MS 
methods (Havugimana et al., 2012). To determine how high-throughput mapping 
approaches may help reveal information about complex structure, we examined the 
specificity of each network's interactions with respect to known direct contacts in human 
complexes whose quaternary structure has been solved by X-ray crystallography (Berman 
et al., 2000). 
Examining non-redundant crystallized complexes containing at least one non-
contacting protein-pair, we found 22 out of 24 possible HI-2012 interactions with support 
from structural evidence of a direct contact (i.e. true-positives), representing significantly 
high precision (92%, ln(OR) = 2.04, P = 0.00062, two-sided binomial test; Fig. 3A). We 
see a similarly strong enrichment for PrePPI-HT (87% precision, ln(OR)=l.23, P = 
0.00040) and a slightly reduced enrichment for the CoFrac network (77% precision, 
ln(OR) = 0.82, P = 0.062; Fig. 3A). The result for PrePPI-HT is expected, as interactions 
detected in crystal structures ultimately become part of the knowledge base used as inputs 
for structural modeling predictions. The diminished precision of CoFrac may illustrate 
that MS-based approaches are better-suited for identifying protein aggregates, not 
individual pairs within complexes. 
We then examined the extent to which these interactome mapping strategies vary 
in their propensity to fail to detect direct interactions. For these analyses we define the 
space of detectable interactions to be all pairwise combinations of proteins that appear in 
systematically-generated networks, which only includes proteins provably detectable by 
the assay, eliminating those proteins for which the experimental construct may itself 
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inhibit interaction detection. We also included both dimeric and homomeric complexes, 
not just multimeric complexes as before, as we sought to characterize all types of 
interaction detection failure. For HI-2012, CoFrac, and PrePPI-HT, we found no 
significant undersampling of false-negative pairs (P = 0.15, P = 0.55, and P = 0.33 
respectively; one-sided binomial tests) , and yet in all three networks the number of 
missed interactions, or false-negatives, vastly outnumbered detected interactions. 
As the strength of interaction may partially explain the low detectability, we 
counted the number of biological unit residue-residue contacts between all directly-
interacting proteins in our set of PDB complexes. Interactions detected by HI-2012 
typically have 20 more residue-residue contacts than the pairs missed by Hl-2012 
(medians of 64 vs 44; P = 1.27xl0-10 , one-sided Wilcoxon test; Fig. 3B). Similar skews 
were seen for interacting pairs in the other three networks (fig. S6). While sampling 
sensitivity certainly contributes to datasets missing known interactions, this suggests that 
sampling sensitivity and interaction strength also play a strong role . 
Domain-domain interaction enrichment. Many direct contacts between proteins are 
mediated by domain-domain interactions (DDis) along the binding interfaces, and so we 
examined how the presence of these domains varies across the four networks. Pairwise 
comparisons of the domain frequencies between the four datasets showed minimal 
overlap of enrichment patterns for "'3 ,100 Pfam domains (Finn et al., 2010) (Kendall's 
tau< 0.25 for all cases; fig. S7) . 
To quantify the predictive ability of interaction networks for identifying DDis, we 
measured the enrichment for each possible domain pair within interacting proteins by 
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comparing its frequency in the observed network and in randomized control networks 
(preserving protein identity and degree; Fig. 3C). When ranking domain pairs in HI-2012 
by this comparative measure, we find that 25 of the top 31 pairs are supported by 
structural DDI evidence, suggesting that the predicted domain interfaces mediate a large 
fraction of the detected protein-protein interactions (Fig. 3C). The precision of DDI 
prediction is likely underestimated due to ambiguous annotation of protein domains in the 
Pfam database, whereby proteins, protein families, their domains, and domain families 
get different identifiers (e.g. the interaction between the synaptobrevin and syntaxin 
proteins is known to be mediated by their corresponding SNARE domain). 
Some predicted DDis may mirror the complex interplay between domains from 
the same protein used alternatively for different interactions, requiring extended 
experimental validation to be fully described, as exemplified by the CARD (caspase 
activation and recruitment domain) to BIR (baculoviral lAP repeat) predicted DDI 
(reviewed in (Reed, Doctor, & Godzik, 2004)) (Fig. 3C). Nevertheless, all protein 
interactions mediated by this predicted DDI are known to be involved in the apoptosis 
pathway (Kanehisa, Goto, Sato, Furumichi, & Tanabe, 2012) (Fig. 3D), with the 
interaction between XIAP and RIPK2 being an indirect activator of NF-kappaB and 
inducer of apoptosis (Krieg et al., 2009). Using the same method and at an equivalent 
precision of ,..,80% (25/31), the binLCI[2+], CoFrac, and PrePPI-HT networks predicted 
9, 3, and 42 DDis respectively (fig. S8), and all four datasets contain a strong prevalence 
of homotypic DDis, in line with previous domain-based analyses (Itzhaki, Akiva, & 
Margalit , 2010). These results support the predictive utility of HI-2012 in mapping 
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interactions at the protein domain level, based on frequencies of all possible DDis 
between interacting proteins providing high precision in identifying structurally-
supported DDis. 
Context-based interactome comparisons. We surveyed biological, functional, and 
sociological properties of the proteins ("contexts") within the four interactome networks, 
quantifying whether some approaches are more apt to detect or miss certain types of 
interacting pairs. Examining the CoFrac network in the light of mRNA abundance (Uhlen 
et al., 2010) showed a strong skew towards detecting interactions amongst proteins with 
elevated mRNA expression and missing interactions involving those proteins that are 
poorly expressed (Fig. 4A) . Looking directly at protein abundances gives a similar result, 
although systematic protein abundance data for much of the human proteome remains 
unavailable (fig. SlO). Given such skews, the interaction search space can be readily split 
into "dense" and "sparse" zones, formally defined by the abundance threshold leading to 
the greatest density imbalance (fig. S11). As our ORFeome collection is designed to 
uniformly represent the human proteome, HI-2012 shows a uniform interaction density 
across the entire proteome-defined space with respect to mRNA abundance (Fig. 4A and 
fig. S 11). For the reduced number of detected interactions in the CoFrac/mRNA sparse 
zone, shared annotation patterns amongst the few reported interactions remain nearly as 
high as for those in the dense zone, and when mirroring these zones on to the ID-2012 
network the same positive enrichments are observed (Fig. 4A). HI-2012 validation rates 
remain constant across both mirrored regions, suggesting that interaction detectability for 
the CCSB-Y2H and MAPPIT assays is independent of native gene expression 
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characteristics. (Fig 4A) . 
We examined 17 other protein and gene properties (roughly classified as 
expression-based, sequence-based, or knowledge-based), and sought to identify dense 
and sparse zones for them across the four examined networks (fig. S12-S14). All 
properties were examined in both possible orderings, allowing us to identify dense zones 
corresponding to either the enrichment or depletion of interactions for each property. The 
HI-2012 network shows mildly decreased detection of interactions containing 
transmembrane helices (Fig. 4B), a previously reported limitation of binary interaction-
detection methods (Stagljar, Korostensky, Johnsson, & Heesen, 1998). The CoFrac 
network shows the same depletion of transmembrane helices (Fig. 4B), as the 
biochemical separation step may deplete each fraction for membrane-bound proteins. The 
proportion of a protein's length matching Pfam domain signatures leads to a noticeable 
density imbalance for the PrePPI-HT network (Fig . 4C), as the structural modeling 
approach strongly relies on known DDis . 
The binLCI[2+], PrePPI-BT, and CoFrac networks exhibit a strong predisposition 
towards containing already well-studied (or at least well-cited) genes (Fig. 4D and fig. 
Sll-S14) . For the literature-based binLCI[2+] network, such a pattern is effectively 
guaranteed , as reporting of an interaction between two proteins is done through 
publication. Inference of binary interactions from CoFrac relied on bioinformatic 
analyses, themselves reliant on the literature, and so the tendency to find pre-existing 
interactions is strong for CoFrac. Structural modeling approaches such as PrePPI must 
also show dependence on literature reports, since known structures serve as templates for 
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identifying new interactions. Systematic testing of binary pairs for HI-2012 interrogates 
the search space with minimal influence from the literature, and thus can assist in 
identifying truly novel hypotheses about biological function. 
All contexts examined show consistent enrichment of shared annotation patterns 
amongst interactions within the sparse zones, both in the original network for which the 
boundaryis defined, and when the zone boundaries are mirrored upon the HI-2012 
network (table SX). Biological relevance holds for a wide variety of annotation types: 
Gene Ontology terms, metabolic pathway memberships, drug targets, disease-
associations, medical subject headings (MeSH), and phenotypes transferred by homology 
from M. musculus and C. elegans (table SX). We find an abundance of disease-associated 
genes repmted in the Sanger Cancer Gene Census (SCGC) (Futreal et al., 2004) or in the 
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database (Amberger, Bocchini, Scott, & 
Hamosh, 2009) reside on the sparse side of many context-defined boundaries (Fig. 4). 
With respect to the CoFrac/mRNA zones, we see nearly exactly the same number of 
OMIM genes on either side of the boundary (0R=0.97,p=0.4403, Fisher's exact test) and 
a mild enrichment within the dense zone for genes with SCGC annotation (0R=1.95, 
p=1.7x10-7 , Fisher's exact test). For literature-based zones, disease-gene placement is 
more heavily skewed towards the well-studied portion of the space, a consequence of 
known disease genes garnering more publication appearances. 
To measure disease-related gene distributions across these regions, we turned to 
genome-wide association study (GW AS) loci and identified genes falling within an 
extremely tight c; > 0.99) linkage-disequilibrium window of trait-associated markers 
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reported in the NHGRI GWAS Catalog (Hindorff et al., 2009). With the expression-
based and sequence-based contexts, we find these GWAS-related genes to distribute 
evenly across the zones, e.g. an odds-ratio of nearly exactly oiie (p=0.97, Fisher's exact 
test) for the CoFrac/mRNA zones (Fig. 4A and table SX). A slight skew for disease-gene 
distribution across the zones is still seen for literature-based contexts (likely due to a 
tendency to design association studies for already-studied diseases), but the strength of 
this imbalance is greatly reduced (e.g. OR=O.lO for OMIM genes and OR=0.54 for 
G WAS genes across binLCI[2+ ]/publication-count zones) leaving a large number of 
disease-associated genes in these sparsely-mapped regions (Fig. 4D and table SX). 
Interactomes and disease. The importance of interactions amongst disease-related 
proteins is becoming increasingly clear, as it is often only through interaction that 
proteins gain function (reviewed in Vidal et al. (Vidal, Cusick, & Barabasi, 2011)). 
Topological propet1ies of proteins within interactomes can provide insights into disease 
(Oti, Snel, Huynen, & Brunner, 2006), (Goh et al., 2007) and help identify causal gene 
sets for complex diseases that cannot be explained by any single gene (Barrenas et al., 
2012). Most such studies have viewed these networks only through the prism of 
literature-based interaction datasets, leading to the potential for self-evidential results. 
The degree of disease-related proteins in the binLCI[2+] network, for example, strongly 
depends on that protein's publication appearance frequency (Fig. SA). Some disease 
classes may appear more 'central' in the interactome network based on their publication 
patterns alone. This effect is seen with known cancer-related proteins, whose typical 
degree and publication count are both significantly higher than non-disease-associated 
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genes in the binLCI[2+] network (P < 10'15 for degree, P = 5.8lxl0-11 for publication 
count; one-sided Wilcoxon tests; Fig . SB) . The strength of this effect is substantially 
reduced in HI-2012, and yet we still see a significant enrichment for cancer genes to 
serve as interaction hubs (P = 0.003, one-sided Wilcoxon test; Fig . SB), providing a 
quantification of the central role of cancer proteins in cellular networks born free from 
literature bias . 
Minimizing literature bias is key to prioritizing candidate disease-related genes 
and gaining novel insight into disease etiology. To investigate the role interactome 
networks might play in this process, we examined 75 GWAS publications covering 10 
different cancer types (table SX), and measured the fraction of 'novel' loci housing 
interactors with known cancer-driving genes (the SCGC set, described above; locus 
definitions in SOM). We compared this fraction to the baseline level expected for 
candidate gene sets of identical sizes scattered randomly throughout the genome. Within 
HI-2012 , cancer-associated loci contain interactors with known cancer genes significantly 
more frequently than expected by chance (Fig . SC), and along a range of possible linkage 
disequilibrium thresholds (fig. Sl5). Notably, we saw no signal for this phenomenon with 
the binLCI[2+] network, highlighting the limitations of relying on the literature alone for 
evaluating or further exploring disease-associated loci found identified via means. 
The clustering of proteins associated to the same disease has been extensively 
tested in literature-curated networks (Goh et al. , 2007), (Gandhi et al., 2006), and may 
now be analyzed in the light of our systematic binary map . In the binLCI[2+], CoFrac 
and PrePPI-HT networks , we observe a strong tendency of shared-disease proteins to 
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interact, together with a very high global clustering level as compared to any version of 
the CCSB-Y2H datasets (fig. S16 and table SX). This trend is tightly linked to the strong 
dependence between interaction knowledge and disease annotation, whereby proteins that 
are close to or directly interacting with known disease-associated proteins get the same 
disease annotation. These observations suggest that disease-centric analyses will benefit 
from the uniform interrogation of the search space provided by systematic mapping 
methods . While the low coverage of HI-1 was not sufficient to detect modularity of 
shared-disease proteins, the increased size and screening depth of HI-2012 gives rise to 
an elevated clustering coefficient (table SX), and HI-2012 was found to connect proteins 
already close in HI-1 (fig. Sl7). This substantial size increase now provides us with the 
power to detect modularity in local disease-centric regions in an unbiased fashion (fig . 
S16). When combining HI-2012 with our previously-published networks (producing "HI-
3"), we boost the number of loci in our network that containing candidate cancer-related 
genes, further increasing our power for discovery of novel disease-associated genes (Fig. 
SC and fig . SIS). 
As genotyping moves from marker-based studies to the increased resolution of 
sequencing-based analyses, the list of possible candidate genes is likely to further grow, 
requiring the incorporation of additional evidence sources like PPis for successful triage. 
Increased coverage of the binary human interactome reveals new connections to disease-
associated genes, boosting our ability to rely on interactions to aid in this prioritization. 
Conclusions. Over 12,000 of the interactions mapped in HI-2012 are not represented in 
binLCI[2+], CoFrac, PrePPI-HT, or HI-2. HI-2012 represents a substantial step towards 
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building a complete catalog of human protein-protein interactions. Many of the newly-
discovered interactions are found in previously unexplored regions of the interactome 
space, and possess properties similar to curated pairs seen multiple times. 
Combining HI-2012 with our previously-published CCSB-Y2H interaction 
datasets provides"' 17,000 binary interactions (HI-3) arising from an ORF collection that 
comprises nearly two-thirds of the human proteome. Further adding to HI-3 binary pairs 
from the literature with similar quality characteristics (binLCI[2+]) provides "'22,000 
binary interactions, approaching 10% of the estimated interactome size. Still, large 
regions within the full interactome space remain underexplored. The ORF-available 
sparse zone (Fig. 6) houses many potential interactions involving disease-related proteins. 
Our recent construction of a 'reference' human ORFeome collection ("hORFeome 9.1", 
covering"' 17,500 distinct human genes) begins to address this issue. 
Coverage of the vast interactome space is a goal now within reach. Screens with 
protein fragments have been shown to increase Y2H sensitivity (Boxem et al., 2008), and 
alternative Y2H variants can complement each other in assay sensitivity (Chen, 
Rajagopala, Stellberger, & Uetz, 2010). Despite technological improvements in 
alternative PPI assays (Lievens, Vand~rroost, Defever, Vander Heyden, & Tavernier, 
2012), the Y2H system remains the only cost-feasible method for systematic screening of 
ORF pairs at proteome scale. Validation of detected interactions by orthogonal methods 
provides increased confidence for each pair, but retesting of all such pairs in all assays 
may limit coverage of the search space, as known positive pairs exhibit distinct 
detectability profiles across a range of orthogonal assays (fig. S18). 
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Ultimately each interaction represents an equilibrium between the bound and 
unbound state of two proteins, determined by their dissociation constant (Kd) under 
experimental conditions. Distinct assays may provide different sensitivities over a range 
of possible interaction strengths. Residue-residue contact counts approaches this question 
of detectability (Fig. 3B) , though deeper analysis will require the use of more extensive 
reference collections built from structurally-verified interactions . Assays and interactions 
can then be benchmarked not just against known literature references, but also with the 
know ledge of the biophysical characteristics of each pair, allowing for finer-grained 
estimates of human interactome size that vary with respect to interaction strength . 
The completion of a reference interactome map opens the door for deeper 
exploration of the interactome space. Condition-specific interactions (SenGupta et al. , 
1996), the effect of splicing and genetic variation on interactions; (Zhong et al. , 2009) , 
and species-bridging interactions are all now approachable problems with a human 
reference interactome in hand, just as detailed maps of human genetic variation have only 
been made possible by the assembly of a complete reference genome (International & 
Consortium, 2005),(1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2012). 
Figure legends 
Fig. 2-1. Mapping protein-protein interactions. (A) Major sources for interactome 
network data. (B) The CCSB-Y2H pipeline. Space I represents the space screened by 
Rual et al., Space II (which includes Space I) is the space screened in this work. 20,283 is 
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the number of protein-coding ORFs in the NCBI Entrez Gene database used. (C) 
Literature-curated interaction (LCI) sets, binLCI are LCI supported by at least one binary 
method and by a single evidence ([1]) or two or more evidences ([2+]). Number of 
interactions is given at the gene level. (D) The four major interactome networks 
investigated in this work. 
Fig. 2-2. Framework parameters and estimation of the human binary interactome size. 
(A) MAPPIT recall (sensitivity) for HI-2012 and binLCI subsets along a range of score 
thresholds. Clouds indicate 95% confidence intervals (Cis). (B) MAPPIT recall for HI-
2012 and binHINT-LC subsets along a range of score thresholds. Clouds indicate 95% 
Cis. (C) Counts of pairs shared and unique to binLCI[2+] and binHINT-LC[2+] (top). 
Sub-diagram shows counts for pairs sampled for validation testing (bottom). (D) (Left) 
CCSB-Y2H recall of binLCI and binHINT-LC subsets. Error bars indicate 95% Cis. 
(Upper right) Precision estimates for HI-2012 using binLCI[2+] and binHINT -LC[2+] as 
positive interaction standards. Error bars indicate 95% Cis. (Lower right) Binary 
interactome size estimates using binLCI[2+] and binHINT -LC[2+] as positive interaction 
standards. 
Fig. 2-3. HI-2012 interactions are supported by structural evidences. (A) Direct 
interaction precision for CoFrac, PrePPI-HT, and HI-2012. Point indicates precision 
estimate, solid vertical line is confidence interval for binomial test, and horizontal line is 
baseline probability in the dataset . P-values are for two-sided binomial tests. (B) 
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Distributions of the number of residue-residue contacts for true-positive and false-
negative direct interactions. Vertical dashed lines indicate distribution medians (64 for 
true-positives , 44 for false-negatives). Difference in distributions is significant 
(p=1.271x10-10 , one-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test). Cartoon under x-axis illustrates 
contact-count concept. (C) Histogram of the enrichment z-scores of domain-domain 
interactions (DDis) predicted by HI-2012 at a precision threshold of 80% (dashed line). 
Black and grey bars indicate DDis reported or not in structural databases 3DiD and 
iPfam. Inset Distribution of z-scores for all predicted DDI. (D) Interactions predicted to 
be mediated by the CARD-BIR DDI. Interactions between the caspase CASP9 and its 
inhibitors, as well as between RIP2K and XIAP, have documented roles in the apoptosis 
pathway. 
Fig. 2-4. Context-dependent network skews. (A) Visualization of dense and sparse 'zones' 
with respect to the CoFrac network and mRNA abundance . The large upper half-matrix 
represents HI-2012 interaction counts (with proteins binned by sub-matrices of "'350x350 
protein-pairs per square). The large lower half-matrix represents the corresponding 
number of CoFrac interactions. Two smaller half-matrices show the distribution of 
interactions along the same mRNA abundance ordering for the binLCI[2+] and PrePPI-
HT networks. mRNA abundance bar plot shows median abundance for genes in each bin. 
Gray circles represent numbers of genes with disease annotations in corresponding bins. 
Lower "Co-function enrichment" illustrates shared annotation enrichment in the dense 
(red) and sparse (blue) zones (measured as log-likelihood ratios) . Upper "Co-function 
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enrichment" displays the same shared annotation enrichment information for the ID-2012 
network with respect to the dense and sparse boundaries of the CoFrac network. 
"MAPPIT validation%" provides HI-2012 validation rates (at a 1% RRS titration) for 
pairs in the dense and sparse zones, as well as baseline validation level for all HI-2012 
pairs. Error bars on all barplots indicate 95% Cis. (B, C, and D) Same annotations as in 
(A), but illustrating density skew as a (B) functions of transmembrane helix (TMH) 
coverage along the proteins' lengths, (C) Pfam domain signature coverage along the 
proteins' lengths, and (D) publication frequencies of the proteins . 
Fig. 2-5. HI-2012 as a resource for analyzing disease-related processes. (A) Correlation 
between disease-associated protein degree and average number of publications per 
protein in binLCI[2+]. Linear regression lines represent the average number of 
publications per protein at an increasing degree threshold (* indicate significant 
correlations). Disease classes as previously described by Goh et al., 2007, with additional 
cancer annotation from the Sanger Cancer Gene Census, Futreal et al., 2004. Proteins not 
associated to any disease are represented by the dashed line, and only diseases classes for 
which at least 10 proteins were present in binLCI[2+] and HI-2012 are represented. (B) 
Enrichment in number of publications in binLCI[2+], degree in binLCI[2+], and degree 
in HI-2012 for proteins in each disease class as compared to proteins not associated to 
any disease. P-values correspond to one-sided Wilcoxon tests where both proteins of the 
disease class and proteins not associated to any disease are available in the increasing 
degree threshold distribution. Numbers in parentheses are proteins present in the 
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binLCI[2+] and HI-2012 networks , respectively. Solid and dashed lines mark the 
significance threshold before (0 .05) and after Bonferroni correction (·--0.004). Inset: 
Distribution of the binLCI[2+] and HI-2012 degree of cancer-associated proteins and of 
proteins not associated to any disease. (C) Fraction of novel cancer-related GWAS loci 
containing an interactor with a Sanger Cancer Gene Census (SCGC) protein. Solid 
ve1ticallines represent observed values. Histograms represents fractions obtained from 
1000 random trials selecting random loci (matched in gene set size to the GWAS loci), 
with empirical P-values provided. Locus boundaries defined using an r 0.7 around the 
GWAS-reported SNP. 
Fig. 2-6. HI-3 sparse zone defined by hORFeome collections . Illustration of the HI-3 
network (violet) and binLCI[2+] networks (blue) with respect to hORFeome collections 
and the human proteome. Within each hORFeome collection block, genes are ordered by 
frequency of publication appearances. The empty region for HI-3 corresponds to potential 
interactions between ORFs that lie outside the hORFeome 5.1 collection. Disease-gene 
annotations are as described in Fig. 4. 
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Plants have unique features that evolved in response to their environments and 
ecosystems. A full account of the complex cellular networks that underlie plant-
specific functions is still missing. We describe a proteome-wide binary protein-
protein interaction map for the interactome network of the plant Arabidopsis 
thaliana containing -6,200 highly reliable interactions between -2,700 proteins. A 
global organization of plant biological processes emerges from community analyses 
of the resulting network, together with large numbers of novel hypothetical 
functional links between proteins and pathways. We observe a dynamic rewiring of 
interactions following gene duplication events, providing evidence for a model of 
evolution acting upon interactome networks. This and future plant interactome 
maps should facilitate systems approaches to better understand plant biology and 
improve crops. 
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Classical genetic and molecular approaches have provided fundamental understanding of 
processes, such as growth control or development, and molecular descriptions of 
genotype-to-phenotype relationships for a variety of plant systems. Yet more than 60% of 
the model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana (hereafter Arabidopsis), protein-coding genes 
remain functionally uncharacterized . Detailed molecular mechanisms and systems level 
biological organization are lacking in Arabidopsis (fig. S 1, table S 1, S2) depriving us of 
an understanding of how genotype-to-phenotype relationships are mediated by 
macromolecules interacting both physically and biochemically in complex and dynamic 
"interactome" networks (Vidal, Cusick, & Barabasi, 2011). 
A high-quality binary protein-protein interactome map for Arabidopsis. To generate 
a map of the Arabidopsis interactome network, we used a collection of "'8 ,000 open 
reading frames representing "'30% of all predicted protein-coding genes (fig. S2; table 
S3) (description.; Yamada et al., 2003) . We tested all pair-wise combinations of proteins 
encoded by these constructs (space 1) with a high-throughput binary interactome 
mapping pipeline based on the yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) system (Fig. 1A)(Dreze et al., 
2010). Confirmed pairs were assembled into a dataset of 5,664 binary interactions 
between 2,661 proteins, referred to as Arabidopsis Interactome version 1 "main screen" 
(AI-1MAIN) (table S4). 
The quality of AI-1MAIN was evaluated with a positive reference set (PRS) of 118 
well-documented, manually re-curated (Cusick et al., 2009), Arabidopsis protein-protein 
interactions and a random reference set (RRS) of 146 random protein pairs (fig. S3; table 
SS). We determined the proportion of true biophysical interactions in AI-1MAIN• its 
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"precision", by comparing a sample of 249 interactions randomly selected from AI-l MAIN 
to the PRS and RRS with a "well-Nucleic Acid Programmable Protein Array" 
(wNAPPA) protein-protein interaction assay (Braun et al., 2009) obtaining an average 
precision of "'80% for AI-lMAIN (Fig. lB; fig. S4; table S5). 
To estimate the size of the complete Arabidopsis protein-protein interactome 
network and the proportion covered by AI-lMAIN• its "coverage", we calculated the 
screening completeness, the percentage of the full set of Arabidopsis pair-wise protein 
combinations screened in space 1 (10%) (Fig. lA) ; and the overall sensitivity, a 
parameter that combines both the assay sensitivity of the Y2H version used and the 
sampling sensitivity of our screens (16%) (fig. S5; table S5). Since AI-lMAIN contains 
5,664 interactions with a precision and coverage of "'80% and 1.6% (10% x 16%) 
respectively, we estimate that the complete Arabidopsis protein-protein biophysical 
binary interactome, excluding the expected complexity of protein isoforms, is 299,000 ± 
79,000 binary interactions (mean ± standard deviation) (description.) - of which AI-
lMAIN represents "'2%. While this Arabidopsis interactome is larger than estimated for 
yeast, worm, or human (Simonis et al., 2009; Venkatesan et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2008), 
the number of interactions per possible protein pairs is similar in all four species (5-10 
per 10,000), due to the larger number of predicted genes in Arabidopsis ("'27 ,000). 
Interestingly, the overall topology of AI-lMAIN (fig. S6) is qualitatively similar to the 
topology observed for these other species . This suggests that similar evolutionary 
mechanisms may constrain the local and global structure of interactome networks. While 
these global network analyses and others described below were performed with AI-lMAIN, 
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local network analyses and specific functional hypotheses were obtained with AI-l 
(http: / !interactome .dfci .harvard .edu/ A_thaliana/index .php?page=20 1 Oanm_download and 
http: //interactome/A_thaliana/index.php?page=display; table S4), a dataset combining 
AI-lMAIN and interactions identified in repeat screens on the subspace indicated in Fig. lA 
done to estimate sampling sensitivity (tables S4, S6, S7) . 
Comparing AI-lMAIN to a network of Arabidopsis literature-curated interactions. We 
compared AI-l MAIN to a network of previously reported Arabidopsis protein-protein 
interactions. We assembled 4,252 literature-curated interactions between 2,160 proteins 
reported as binary pairs (LCI8 1NARY ), and partitioned them between 587 high-quality 
interactions supported by multiple evidence and 3,665 pairs supported by single evidence 
(fig . Sl ; tables Sl, S4) (description.). The observed overlap of AI-lMAIN with LCI81NARY 
multiple evidence lies within the expected range (Fig. lC). 
With similar numbers of proteins (nodes) and interactions (edges), AI-lMAIN and 
LCIBINARY are both small-world networks in that most pairs of nodes are separated by 
fewer edges than observed for random networks (fig. S6). However, their global topology 
is different, with LCisrNARY showing higher distances between nodes and a higher 
tendency to form clusters of highly interacting nodes (Fig. lC) as measured by node 
clustering coefficients (fig. S6). This is likely due to biases inherent to literature-curated 
datasets (Cusick et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2008), as hypothesis-driven research focuses on 
interactions generally involving small numbers of designated important proteins 
(Edwards et al., 2011). While AI-lMArN and LCI81NARY contain similar fractions of plant-
specific proteins (19% and 14%, respectively; fig. S6; table S8) , the presence of several 
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highly connected plant-specific hubs in AI-lMAIN results in twice as many plant-specific 
interactions (40% and 20%; fig. S6; table S9). 
Overlap of AI-l with other biological relationships. We have previously proposed the 
concept of "pseudo-interactions" (Venkatesan et al., 2009), defined as biophysically 
genuine protein-protein interactions that might not be biologically relevant, e.g. because 
the partners are not expressed in common cells. To estimate the overall biological 
relevance of AI-l interactions , we used statistical correlations with genome-wide 
functional information available for Arabidopsis. As with other interactome maps 
(Simonis et al., 2009; Yu et al. , 2008) , we observed a significantly higher co-expression 
correlation for pairs of mRNA transcripts encoding interacting proteins than for control 
pairs (fig. S7). We also found that interacting proteins are enriched in common GO 
annotations, particularly those assigned to few proteins, which we refer to as "precise GO 
annotations" (fig. S7). This enrichment holds true for GO annotations from genetic 
experiments (fig. S7) . Protein pairs that share interactors, but do not directly interact with 
each other, are also enriched in common precise GO annotations, particularly those that 
share more than half of their interactors (fig. S7). These trends support the overall 
biological relevance of interactions in AI-l. Similar to the whole Arabidopsis proteome, 
but in contrast to interactions in LCI, two-thirds of proteins in AI-l lack GO annotations 
altogether or lack precise GO annotations (fig. S8). 
Plant signaling networks in AI-l. Stratification of biophysical interactions with 
orthogonal functional data should uncover unexpected biological relationships at the 
scale of individual proteins, pathways, and networks (Vidal et al., 2011). We thus 
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examined ubiquitination enzymes and their substrates, an expanded system m plants 
relative to other species, with Arabidopsis containing "'1 ,400 predicted E3 ubiquitin 
ligases (Mazzucotelli et al., 2006) . The specific targets of most ubiquitination enzymes 
remain elusive and consequently a systems level understanding of ubiquitin signaling 
complexity is still missing. We identified 29 interactions between E2 and E3 proteins, 
and 32 interactions between E3 proteins and potential target proteins shown to be 
ubiquitinated in biochemical experiments (tables S8 , S9) (Saracco et al., 2009). Many E3 
proteins showed interactions with the same putative target, and conversely, several 
putative targets can interact with a single common E3 (Fig. 2A). Thus, our data support a 
high combinatorial complexity within the ubiquitination system and, with similar 
analyses of phosphorylation signaling cascades (fig. S8; tables S8, S9), suggest a 
directional information flow through protein-protein interactome networks. 
Plant hormones regulate developmental processes and mediate responses to 
environmental stimuli. In the auxin signaling pathway, auxin/indole-3-acetic acid 
(AUX/IAA) proteins mediate transcriptional repression of response genes via physical 
interactions between their ethylene-response-factor-associated amphiphilic repression 
(EAR) motifs and the TUPl/Groucho-like co-repressor TOPLESS (TPL) (Krogan & 
Long, 2009). Twelve such interactions were observed in AI-l, including six new 
interactions between AUX/IAA and TPL or TPL-related3 (TPR3) (fig. S8). While two 
non-AUX/IAA interactors of TPL have been reported so far (Kieffer et al., 2006; 
Pauwels et al., 2010), there are 21 such interactors in AI-l, of which 15 contain a 
predicted EAR motif (Kagale, Links, & Rozwadowski, 2010), supporting the validity of 
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these interactions (P < 10-24 , hypergeometric test). TPL interactors are involved in several 
hormone-signaling pathways, including jasmonic acid ZIM-domain transcriptional 
repressors (JAZS, JAZ8), regulators of salicylic acid signaling (NIMIN2, NIMIN3), and a 
transcriptional regulator of ethylene response (ERF9) (Fig. 2B, fig. S8). These findings 
add to evidence that transcriptional repression is a major mode of hormone signaling in 
plants and that TPL plays a central role in this process (Krogan & Long, 2009). AI-l also 
reveals direct interactions among negative regulators, similar to the recently described 
crosstalk between JAZ proteins and gibberellin-related DELLA proteins (Hou, Lee, Xia, 
Yan, & Yu, 2010), as well as shared transcription factor targets of JAZ and jasmonic acid 
insensitive ZIM related family members (Fig. 2B; fig. S8). These observations suggest 
that transcriptional co-repressors and adaptors may assemble in a modular way to 
integrate simultaneous inputs from several hormone pathways. 
Communities in AI-lMAIN· In many networks, communities of tightly interconnected 
components that function together can be identified (Fortunato, 2010). We applied an 
edge clustering approach (Ahn, Bagrow, & Lehmann, 2010) to identify communities in 
AI-lMArN and investigated their biological relevance. Edge clustering approaches, in 
contrast to node clustering methods, use edges, i.e. protein-protein interactions, as 
elements to identify communities and can therefore naturally assign proteins to more than 
one community. This is necessary as many proteins participate in different biological 
functions . 
We identified 26 communities containing more than five proteins in AI-lMAIN 
(Fig. 3; fig. S9) and investigated their biological relevance. We found that ,..,90% of these 
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communities were enriched in at least one GO annotation (Fig. 3; table S10), whereas 
negative control networks randomized by degree-preserving edge shuffling showed fewer 
communities and little tendency to show GO annotation enrichment (P < 0.01; Fig. 3). 
Approximately 25% of AI-1MArN proteins (661/2,661) could be assigned to one 
community , while ""'1% (23/2,661) was found in more than one community. Detailed 
inspection of AI-1MAIN communities (figs. Sl0-35) both recapitulated available biological 
information and suggested new hypotheses. For example, the "brassinosteroid 
signaling/phosphoprotein-binding" community contains several 14-3-3 proteins known to 
regulate brassinosteroid signaling (fig. SlO). Consistent with the tendency of 14-3-3 
proteins to interact with phosphorylated partners (Bridges & Moorhead, 2005), this 
community is enriched in experimentally demonstrated phosphoproteins (P = 0.005, 
Fisher's exact test). The interactions between the 14-3-3 proteins and the abscisic acid-
responsive element binding transcription factor AREB3 are corroborated by previous 
findings in barley (Schoonheim et al., 2007), and suggest that plant 14-3-3 proteins 
mediate multiple hormone signaling pathways. 
Several communities, such as "transcription" and "nucleosome assembly", share 
proteins indicating linked biological processes (fig. S36). Particularly striking is the large 
"transmembrane transport" community sharing 13 proteins with the "vesicle mediated 
transport" community and . six "water transport" community (fig. S36). These shared 
proteins are bridged via four well-connected proteins within the "transmembrane 
transport" community, including two membrane-tethered NAC-type transcription factors, 
ANAC089 and NTL9 (fig. S36). Transcription factors in this plant-specific protein 
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family are activated by release from the cellular membrane by endopeptidase- or 
ubiquitin-mediated cleavage (Seo, Kim, & Park, 2008). Interactions corresponding to 
both mechanisms are found in the "transmembrane transport" community (fig. S37) . 
Four distinct communities correspond to the same broad process of 
"ubiquitination". The largest one is predominantly composed of interactions between 36 
F-box proteins and two Skp proteins, known to form degradative SCF (Skpl, Cullin, F-
box) ubiquitin ligase complexes. Two others are composed of shared E2 ubiquitin 
conjugating enzymes· and distinct RING-finger family E3 ligases . The "ubiquitination 
and DNA repair" community includes the UBC13 and MMS2/UEV E2 ubiquitin 
conjugating enzymes, which participate in non-proteolytic polyubiquitination (Wen et al., 
2008). These data suggest that distinct types of ubiquitin-related processes were 
identified in AI-l. 
Our data support the relevance of communities identified in AI-lMAIN and we 
anticipate that with increasing coverage, the Arabidopsis interactome network will 
improve our understanding of structural organization. 
Evidence for network evolution in AI-lMAIN· Evidence supporting that natural selection 
shaped the evolution of interactome networks is lacking. We studied Arabidopsis gene 
duplications, a major driving force of evolutionary novelty (Conant & Wolfe, 2008; 
Innan & Kondrashov, 2010), which has also been studied in yeast and provides a 
' 
framework of protein-protein interaction rewiring following gene duplication (Fig . 4A) 
(Wagner, 2001) . However, dates of ancient gene duplication events are uncertain and the 
low coverage of protein-protein interaction datasets available limit the interpretation of 
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these studies (description.; Levy & Pereira-Leal, 2008; Lynch & Conery, 2000; Maslov, 
Sneppen, Eriksen, & Yan, 2004; Wagner, 2001, 2003). The high fraction of duplicated 
genes in the Arabidopsis genome compared to non-plant species, combined with the 
relatively large size of AI-lMAIN• provides interactome data for 1,882 paralogous pairs 
(fig. S38). These pairs span a wide range of apparent interaction rewiring, as measured by 
the fraction of shared interactors for each pair (Fig. 4B). 
To verify that the apparent interaction rewiring in AI-1MAIN reflects functional 
divergence like for yeast (Brun, Guenoche, & Jacq, 2003), we focused on proteins 
classified as having "no", "low", or "high" functional divergence on the basis of 
morphological consequences resulting from studies of functionally null mutants of single 
or pairs of paralogous genes (Hanada, Kuromori, Myouga, Toyoda, & Shinozaki, 2009) . 
For the 17 pairs in AI-1MAIN for which comparative phenotypic data was available, the 
fraction of shared interactors accurately predicted this functional divergence 
classification (Fig. 4B). 
To study the dynamics of interaction rewiring, we dated duplication events using 
a comparative genomics approach that brackets these events on the basis of multi-
taxonomic phylogenetic trees (fig. S39) . This allowed us to divide AI-lMAIN paralogous 
pairs into four "time-since-duplication" age groups; covering up to "'700 million years. 
To account for the illusion of divergence inevitably induced by low experimental 
coverage (Fig. 4C), we empirically determined the average fraction of common 
interactors detected for a set of proteins screened twice independently under the same 
conditions as AI-1MAJN (Fig. 4C, fig. S40) (d~scription.). We used this expected upper 
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bound to calibrate the fraction of observed common interactors between paralogous 
proteins, assuming that duplicates are identical at the time of the duplication (Fig. 4C) 
(description.) . We also verified that our observations were not driven by the existence of 
certain large protein families in AI-lMAIN (fig. S41). As reported for yeast (Maslov et al., 
2004; Wagner, 2001, 2003), the average fraction of common interactors decreases over 
evolutionary time, showing substantial and rapid divergence, even after correcting for the 
coverage. Yet, in Arabidopsis, paralogous pairs that diverged ~700 million years ago still 
share more interactors than random proteins pairs (P < 2.2 X 10"16 , Mann-Whitney U-
test), indicating that the long-term fate of paralogous protein interactions is not 
necessarily complete rewiring. 
We observe, that the proportion of shared interactors does not decay exponentially 
with time-since-duplication, as expected on the basis of an evolutionary model assuming 
neutral (no positive or negative) evolution (Levy, Landry, & Michnick, 2009; Pastor-
Satorras, Smith, & Sole, 2003; Vazquez, Flammini, Maritan, & Vespignani, 2003). 
Instead, the rate of rewiring appears "rapid-then-slow", as suggested by a better fit to a 
power-law decay (Fig. 4C; fig. S42) (description.). This trend mirrors that of protein 
sequence divergence of these paralogous pairs (Fig. 4C), which reflects the variation of 
selective pressure during their evolution. After an initial transient relaxation leading to 
rapid protein sequence divergence, selective pressure tightens on retained paralogs and 
their divergence decelerates (Kondrashov, Rogozin, Wolf, & Koonin, 2002; Lynch & 
Conery , 2000; Scannell & Wolfe, 2008) (fig. S39). As sequence changes can affect many 
aspects of protein function, including protein-protein interactions, the fact that 
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interactions diverge in a time-dependent manner similar to protein sequence divergence 
supports that protein-protein interactions could drive the evolution of duplicated genes. 
To investigate the interplay between duplication mechanism and the fate of 
duplicates (Innan & Kondrashov, 2010), we compared duplicates originating from whole-
genome duplications (WGDs) and from other types of gene duplications. In our most 
recent age group containing paralogs specific to the Arabidopsis genus, 109 paralogous 
pairs arose during the two most recent WGDs in the Arabidopsis lineage (a and ~ 
WGDs, which occurred after the Brassicales split) (description.; Freeling, 2009). As 
previously observed for yeast (Guan, Dunham, & Troyanskaya, 2007), these pairs share 
more interactors than other paralogous pairs in the same age group (Fig. 4D). However, 
this effect could simply reflect that the WGD pairs are younger as revealed by more 
precise time estimates (fig. S43). While gene dosage balance has been proposed to 
determine loss or retention of duplicates following WGDs (Freeling, 2009), the observed 
extensive rewiring reinforces previous observations pointing to functional divergence as a 
major feature of the long-term evolution of polyploid plants (Blanc & Wolfe, 2004). 
Expression profile divergence is rapid, non-random and substantial in Arabidopsis 
(Casneuf, De Bodt, Raes, Maere, & Van de Peer, 2006; Ganko, Meyers, & Vision, 2007) 
(fig. S44), yet appears to play a limited role in the functional divergence of paralogs as 
evaluated from mutant phenotypes (Hanada et al., 2009). We tested whether the 
evolutionary forces acting on expression profiles and protein interaction divergence are 
complementary or correlated. For each duplication age group, the most co-expressed 
paralogous pairs tend to share more interactors than the least co-expressed ones (fig. 
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S44). This observation suggests that selective pressures driving functional divergence , 
strong or weak, concurrently act on these two aspects of protein function, as previously 
hypothesized on the basis of expression and sequence divergence (Ganko et al., 2007) . 
With sequences >65% identical and strongly correlated expression profiles, the 
most recent paralogous pairs share less than half of their interactors (41 %) (Fig . 4C; fig . 
S45). This contrast is consistent with the common understanding that protein-protein 
interactions are only one of many constraints limiting sequence changes during evolution, 
allowing for small sequence changes to induce, fate-determining , network rewiring 
effects (Dreze et al., 2009; Shou et al. , 2011). One example of interaction rewiring 
despite sequence conservation is observed in the actin family, represented by six proteins 
in AI-1MArN (15 pairs). Each pair shares >90% sequence identity , yet the extent to which 
each pair shares interactors differs substantially. Collectively , the actin family exhibits 
time-dependent interaction rewiring as more globally observed in AI-1MAIN (fig. S45) . 
Studies of non-constant rates of interaction rewiring should provide insight into 
the evolution of interactome networks and their topology (Barabasi & Oltvai, 2004) . 
Whether this rewiring is merely a consequence of non-constant paralog sequence 
divergence or is a primary driver remains an open question . Together with observations 
of fast rewiring of other types of biological networks (Amoutzias et al., 2010; Mayo, 
Setty, Shavit, Zaslaver, & Alon, 2006), our data invite speculation that edge-specific 
rewiring could be faster than node evolution in biological networks. 
Conclusion. Our empirically determined high-quality protein-protein interaction map for 
a plant interactome network should not only hasten the functional characterization of 
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unknown gene products, including those with potential biotechnological utility, but 
should also enable systems level investigations of genotype-to-phenotype relationships in 
the plant kingdom. One example is how AI-l illuminates mechanisms and strategies by 
which plants cope with environmental and pathogenic challenges (Mukhtar et al., co-
submitted) . 
The paradigms established here are compatible with models in which the 
interactome network constrains and shapes sequence evolution. Studying sequence 
variation, conservation, mutation, and evolution rate has shed light on how natural 
selection drives evolution. Explorations of interaction variation will similarly broaden the 
understanding of interactome network evolution whether in the context of duplication or 
in trans-kingdom comparative interactomics. 
Figure Legends 
Fig. 3-1. A high-quality binary protein-protein interactome map for Arabidopsis. (A) 
Search space and pipeline used for interactome mapping and to determine sampling 
sensitivity (grey inset). (B) Top: fraction of PRS, RRS or AI-lMArN pairs positive in 
wNAPPA and associated precision across a range of sconng thresholds. Gray area: 
optimal score range . Bottom: Fraction of PRS, RRS or AI-lMAIN pairs positive in Y2H or 
in wNAPPA at a z-score of 1.5. Error bars: standard error of the proportion. P-values: 
one-sided two-sample t-tests. (C) The number of literature-curated interactions recovered 
in AI-lMArN reflects the framework parameters (Venkatesan et al., 2009). Top: network 
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representations of LCisrNARY and AI-lMArN· Bottom left: data sets are represented by 
squared Venn diagrams; size is proportional to the number of interactions. Bottom right: 
observed and expected overlap given sensitivity and completeness of AI-lMAIN (see main 
text). PRS pairs were removed from LCisrNARY multiple evidence for this analysis. Error 
bars: two standard deviations from the expected counts. 
Fig. 3-2. Plant signaling networks in AI-l. (A) Putative ubiquitination subnetwork 
extracted from LCisrNARY and AI-l. Bar plot: number of protein-protein interactions 
between proteins in the ubiquitination cascade in LCisiNARY and AI-l (outside and within 
space 1). (B) Protein-protein interactions in AI-l support the proposed role of TPL as a 
global transcriptional co-repressor in multiple hormone-mediated transcriptional 
responses. 
Fig. 3-3. Network communities in AI-lMArN· (A) Communities in typical randomized 
network (top left; fig . S9) and in AI-lMArN (bottom). Only the largest connected 
component of each network is shown. Colored regions indicate communities enriched in 
GO annotations summarized by the indicated terms (table SlO). Upper right: distribution 
of the number of randomized networks (out of 100) as a function of the number of 
communities they contain and their corresponding fraction communities enriched in GO 
annotations; white arrow: position of the typical randomized network, red dot and arrow: 
position of AI-lMArN· GA: gibberellic acid, JA: jasmonic acid, TCA: tricarboxylic acid. 
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Fig. 3-4. Evidence for network evolution in AI-l MAIN· (A) Rewiring of paralogous protein 
interactions over time according to the duplication-divergence model (Wagner, 2001). 
(B) Distribution of the fraction of shared interactors between paralogous proteins in AI-
lMAIN· (C). Average fraction of interactors shared between pairs of paralogous proteins 
with no (n=4), low (n=lO), and high (n=3) functional divergence. Error bars: standard 
error of the mean. P-value: one-sided Kendall ranking correlation test (r = association) 
(description.). (D) Average fraction of shared interactors, corrected for incomplete 
sampling (description.), and average protein sequence identity between pairs of 
paralogous proteins as a function of the estimated ~ time-since-duplication. Error bars: 
standard error of the mean. Dashed black line: corrected average fraction of shared 
interactors of non-paralogous pairs. Inverted triangles: approximate timing of WGD. 
myrs: million years . (E) Influence of the duplication mechanism on interaction rewiring. 
Corrected average fraction of shared interactors of pairs of paralogous proteins 
originating from the two most recent polyploidy events (n=109) as compared to other 
paralogous protein pairs of similar age (n=147). Error bars: standard error of the mean. P-
values: Mann-Whitney U-test. 
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Fig. 3-1 C 
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Asymmetry of Interactions Between Duplicated Genes 
in Arabidopsis 
Motivated by previous work regarding the asymmetric divergence of duplicated 
and persisting genes (Conant & Wolfe, 2006; Robertson & Lovell, 2009; VanderSluis et 
al., 2010; Wagner, 2002; Zhang, Luo , Kishino , & Kearsey, 2005), we explored the 
functional divergence of paralogs. Systematic comparisons of the interaction profiles of 
duplicated genes reflect evolutionary dynamics in the interactome. As described in the 
introduction the model is predicated upon the idea that immediately after duplication, 
gene products have the same interaction profiles. Mter this, the rewiring of interactions 
are expected to happen symmetrically for both copies of the gene, like a series of coin 
flips , because each gene should be equally susceptible to change. 
Asymmetric sub-functionalization has been proposed to confer selective 
advantages (Wagner, 2002). Thus, paralog retention could depend on asymmetric 
interactome rewiring, or an uneven distribution of specific interactors between 
paralogous proteins. We can measure the iniquitous distribution of interactions between 
paralogs and their divergence over time by considering the fractions of shared and 
unshared interactions (e.g. Jaccard similarity) or by noting the degree to which one of the 
duplicated genes might be picking up a disproportionate share of interactors. Defined this 
way, asymmetry is largely independent of measures of interaction profile similarity (Fig . 
4-1, top panel), and asymmetric interaction profiles suggest a different kind of functional 
divergence for proteins relative to that based on shared interactors . 
Asymmetric divergence of paralogs has been described using sequence 
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comparisons (Scannell & Wolfe, 2008), gene expression (Casneuf, De Bodt, Raes, 
Maere , & Van de Peer, 2006; Chung, Albert , Albert , Nekrutenko, & Makova, 2006) and 
genetic interactions (VanderSluis et al. , 2010). Protein-protein interactions (Wagner, 
2002) have been used as well, but with limited sample sizes and technical caveats. 
Therefore, we investigated the extent and dynamic of asymmetric protein-protein 
interaction divergence between Arabidopsis paralogs within the AI-l repeat search space, 
where gene products were tested in both AD and DB configurations six times. The deeper 
coverage and greater robustness to stochasticity of this data set allowed us to explore both 
asymmetry and dissimilarity, answering persistent questions that sparser, less systematic 
or less heavily screened datasets could not responsibly be used for. The depth of the data 
also allowed the construction of formal controls. In addition to the novelty associated 
with describing interaction profile divergences in Arabidopsis , this work expanded on 
related evolutionary analyses performed in yeast (Wagner, 2002) in two significant ways: 
( 1) By developing a metric for quantifying interaction asymmetry as Euclidian 
distance from a perfect symmetry function (Fig. 4-1 , middle panel), and 
(2) By empirically determining the likelihood of finding significant asymmetries 
using numerical methods. The assignment of unshared interactors was assumed to be 
equally likely for both members of any paralogous pair; significance was considered 
relative to simulated binomial distributions (Fig 4-1 , bottom panel). 
We determined the asymmetry of each paralogous pair and accounted for the 
experimental limitations described in an empirical framework (Venkatesan et al., 2008) 
with improved modeling of sampling sensitivity. To determine how much asymmetry 
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might be an artifact of sampling sensitivity, we used interactions found for the same 
proteins in independent pairs of repeat screens as a control. By comparing the counts of 
protein interactions found for the same proteins in each two-pass screen, we were able to 
quantify the asymmetry and significance introduced due to sampling of the full and 
unchanging set of interactors for any particular protein (Fig. 4-2 , top panels). The 
distributions of empirical p-values generated by controls were broadly different from the 
paralog pairs, demonstrating that little of the signal comes from issues relating to 
sampling sensitivity (Fig. 4-2, bottom panel). 
Approximately 13% of all paralogous pairs in AI-l were found to be significantly 
asymmetric compared to binomial randomization controls. This fraction, as well as the 
level of asymmetry, was independent of protein family size and did not show any obvious 
time dependence. Because larger families of paralogous proteins have more redundancy 
and opportunities for both even and asymmetric divisions of interactions and function , it 
was unusual that the percentage of asymmetric paralogous pairs did not change with 
respect to family size. 
Even more striking was that the bulk of protein-protein interaction asymmetry 
dynamics appeared to occur before our most recent time-since-duplication point and was 
maintained throughout evolutionary time, with more rapid interaction divergence of 
asymmetric pairs than in other paralogous pairs (Fig. 4-3). Rapid then stable 
establishment of asymmetry has been proposed for a human gene co-expression network 
(Chung et al., 2006) and demonstrated in the context of fitness effects (Bittinger & 
Carroll, 2007), but the level of detail regarding asymmetric divergence dynamics 
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described in the Arabidopsis network has yet to be reported. 
The dynamics of asymmetry were unlike that of interaction profile similarity, 
which continued to decrease over the course of multiple genome duplications . Sequence 
similarity did not explain the observed asymmetry, as significantly asymmetric 
paralogous pairs that diverged at the same time appeared to have the same sequence 
similarity as other as pairs that were not significantly asymmetric . While the most 
recently duplicated set of paralogous pairs shared less than half of their interactors ( 41 %), 
and"' 13% of this subset were significantly asymmetric, their sequences are >60% 
identical on average. 
The independent dynamics of these measures of paralog divergence suggest that 
the cell reorganizes itself in ways that occur on very different time scales. Degeneration 
of a consistent percentage of duplicated genes seems at first to be a reasonable 
explanation , but does not account for the steady state retention of interactions over the 
course of hundreds of millions of years. Understanding these dynamics is of significant 
relevance to the study of homologous proteins in model organisms, and may one day 
serve to guide experimentalists to genes of greater interest. 
Figure legends 
Fig. 4-1. Top: Interaction profile asymmetry and similarity serve as different measures of 
paralog divergence and reflect different aspects of cellular reorganization. Middle: 
Mapping of paralog pairs in Euclidian space using (min, max) unshared interactor counts 
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as coordinates for comparison to a perfect symmetry function (where min=max, black 
dashed line). Bottom: Statistical significance of asymmetry is defined empirically with 
respect to binomial distributions. Discrete counts of interactors for paralogous proteins, 
matched to known numbers of interactions allow delineation of significantly asymmetric 
regimes. A schema of a significantly asymmetric paralogous protein pair (red nodes, 
black lines representing interactions) and its matched distribution of possible unshared 
interaction assignments (gray bar plot) is shown, with a dashed red line indicating the 
level of asymmetry required to be empirically significant. 
Fig. 4-2. Top panels: sampling sensitivity controls show less asymmetry, as measured 
with respect to distance from the diagonal and significance noted using larger circles, 
than paralogous pairs. Bottom panel: Empirical cumulative distribution functions of p-
values for sampling sensitivity controls, paralogous pairs, and matched randomizations 
show robustness of asymmetry over a variety of significance cutoffs and the inability to 
detect asymmetry for much of the network. 
Fig. 4-3. Top left: Although the shared fraction of interactors and sequence similarity for 
all paralogs continue to decrease over the course of multiple genome duplications, the 
fraction of significantly asymmetric paralogs is subject to dynamics that occur too 
quickly to be observed relative to the most recent large-scale genome duplication of 
Arabidopsis. Top right: Comparisons of shared interactor fractions in significantly 
asymmetric and other pairs. Bottom left: Sequence similarity does not explain 
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asymmetry, as significantly asymmetric pairs have comparable sequence similarity in age 
matched groups. Bottom right: Paralog family size is independent of observations of 
asymmetry. 
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Despite increasing availability of biological network maps for different species, how 
such networks rewire over evolutionary time remains largely uncharacterized. 
Here, we introduce systematic inter-species "inter-interactome" mapping between 
two distantly related proteomes as a way to investigate dynamic alterations of 
protein binding propensities, or "interactabilities", over the course of evolution. We 
mapped a proteome-scale inter-interactome with over 1500 binary interactions 
between yeast and human proteins. Such inter-speCies interactions occur extensively 
but not exclusively from conserved protein-binding sites, consistent with protein 
plasticity. Conserved binding sites appear to organize conserved protein complexes 
and accrue new partners underlying species-specific functions. Our tmdings support 
opposing selective forces upon the intrinsic interactabilities of proteins in biological 
systems and disparate paths of network evolution. 
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Coordinated functions in biological systems are mediated through complex 
interactomes consisting of biophysical and biochemical interactions (Vidal, Cusick, & 
Barabasi , 2011) . How such networks change over the course of evolution remains largely 
uncharacterized. Comparisons of the interactomes available for different species have 
identified conserved sub-networks (Sharan & Ideker, 2006) (Fig. 5-1A). Such 
approaches, however, are hindered by the incompleteness (V enkatesan et al., 2009) and 
bias (see Chapter 2) of the available interactome data, which makes it difficult to 
distinguish evolutionary gains or losses of interactions (Sun & Kim, 2011). Even more 
difficult is identification of evolutionary origins of interactions involving proteins that are 
not conserved across different species (Fig. 5-1A). 
Here, we present an "inter-interactome" mapping strategy that directly 
characterizes biophysical interactions between proteins from two different species (Fig . 
5-1B). Inter-species interactions, if demonstrated at proteome scale, may reveal the 
intrinsic interaction propensity, or "interactability", of proteins. If mapped in a controlled 
manner, using the same methods and the same sets of proteins,inter-species networks can 
be readily compared with intra-species networks to resolve distinct paths of network 
evolution, likely governed by three countervailing evolutionary forces . 
First, inter-species interactions can arise from ancestral binding interfaces 
preserved in extant species (Mardian & Isenberg, 1978), called here "conserved 
compatibility" (Fig. 5-1B). The often-demonstrated phenomenon of cross-species genetic 
functional complementation (Dolinski & Botstein, 2007), in which phenotypic defects of 
mutants with inactivated genes can be rescued by orthologs from distant species, 
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indicates the preservation of protein-binding sites required for conserved functions even 
between distantly related orthologs. In addition to proteins conserved across different 
species, conserved protein-binding sites may mediate interactions with proteins 
conserved in one species but lost in the other (Kim, Lu, Xia, & Gerstein, 2006). Such 
species-specific interactions mediated through conserved compatibility may be revealed 
through inter-interactome mapping (Fig. 5-1B). 
The second evolutionary process that influences inter-species interactions is co-
evolution (Moyle et al., 1994). Co-evolution maintains interactions within species but 
modifies protein-binding interfaces, called here "divergent compatibility". Co-evolution 
of protein-binding sites leads to incompatibilities between proteins and the orthologs of 
their interaction partners (Fig. 5-1B). Such inter-species interaction incompatibilities may 
underlie Dobzhansky-Muller interactions, originally hypothesized (Dobzhansky, 1936; 
Muller, 1942) and more recently verified (Brideau et al., 2006; Presgraves, Balagopalan, 
Abmayr, & Orr, 2003; Tang & Presgraves, 2009) to be a mechanism by which 
incompatible variants segregating within a population drive speciation. 
Finally, inter-species interactions may arise through independently acquired 
structural features in proteins (Franzosa & Xia, 2011; Gao & Skolnick, 2010; Zhang et 
al., 2012), or "convergent compatibility" (Fig. 5-1B). Proteins from different proteomes 
have not been directly constrained by selective pressures since the two species diverged 
from a common ancestor. Following speciation and divergence, the absence of selection 
against deleterious interactions (Zarrinpar, Park, & Lim, 2003) may increase adventitious 
binding, giving rise to inter-species interactions among evolutionarily unrelated proteins. 
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As a proof of principle demonstration of inter-interactome mapping, we tested for 
biophysical interactions between proteins from two eukaryotic species separated by a 
billion years of evolution, yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and human (Homo sapiens) . 
Inter-species interactions between such distantly related proteomes should identify all 
three types of inter-species compatibilities, revealing both the constraints and plasticity of 
network evolution. 
To systematically map inter-species interactions at the proteome scale, we carried 
out an unbiased yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) screen using a stringent high-throughput 
protocol (Dreze et al., 2010) between 3,778 yeast (DB-X) proteins (tableS 1) and 7,240 
human (AD-Y) proteins (table S2). These sets of proteins match the DB-X or AD-Y ORF 
collections constituting the search spaces of the published intra-species, yeast CCSB-Yll 
(YI-1) (Yu et al., 2008) and human CCSB-Hil (HI-1) (Rual et al., 2005) interactome 
maps, respectively (Fig. 5-2A). From the "'28 million yeast-human protein pairs screened 
we identified 1,583 interactions (table S3). 
To biophysically validate these interactions, we randomly selected and tested 160 
pairs ("' 10% ofthe detected inter-species interactions) by a modified LUminescence-
based Mammalian IntERactome (or "LUMIER") mapping assay (Taipale et al., 2012). 
Inter-species interactions validated at a rate comparable to that of a reference set of well-
documented human protein-protein interactions (Venkatesan et al., 2009) (Fig. 5-2B, and 
table S4), supporting the genuine biophysical nature of interactions in this systematic 
yeast-human .Q.ross-species hybrid inter-interactome (CHI) dataset. 
Despite the presence oflineage-specific proteins in yeast and human proteomes, 
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the density of interactions in the inter-species search space is similar to that of the two 
"parent" intra-species search spaces, even among proteins without orthologs in the other 
species (Fig. 5-2C). These interactions among non-orthologs are validated equally (Fig. 
5-2B) by LUMIER (Taipale et al., 2012), further supporting their genuine biophysical 
nature. Strikingly, even among proteins that do not contain any protein domains 
conserved from yeast to human, inter-species interactions are still distributed at a level 
comparable to intra-species interactions (Fig. 5-2D, fig. S1). Thus, complementary 
protein-binding sites appear to abide in yeast and human proteomes, despite a billion 
years of evolutionary separation. · 
Biological networks in diverse species across the kingdoms of life share local and 
global properties (Barabasi & Oltvai, 2004; Yamada & Bark, 2009) suggestive of 
universal constraints on the evolution of complex systems. If inter-species interactions 
uncoupled from adaptive selection arose randomly, the inter-interactome would exhibit 
Erd6s-Renyi (Albert & Barabasi, 2002) random network features distinguishing it from 
conventional biological networks. Instead, the global topological properties of the inter-
interactome are indistinguishable from those of the parental yeast YI -1 and human HI -1 · 
networks (Fig. 5-3A-B). Despite expectations for enrichment of convergent 
. compatibilities between yeast and human proteins without orthologs in the opposing 
species, separate consideration of these proteins revealed similarly indistinguishable 
topological properties (fig. S2). The global convergence of topological properties for 
intra- and inter-species networks suggests that inter-species interactions are not 
promiscuously random. 
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In further support of this finding, the degrees of yeast and human proteins in the 
inter-interactome correlated significantly with their DB-X or AD-Y configuration 
matched degrees in the yeast YI-1 or human HI-1 networks (Fig. 5-3C). This correlation 
was observed whether or not the proteins were conserved in both species (fig. S3), 
suggesting that interactabllity is an intrinsic property of proteins. 
One way that topological properties of biological networks relate to cellular 
function is that highly connected proteins tend to be those that are essential (Jeong, 
Mason, Barabasi, & Oltvai, 2001) or pleiotropic (Yu et al., 2008). However, within the 
inter-interactome, correlations of degree with essentiality and pleiotropy for yeast 
proteins were diminished (fig. S4), suggesting that the relation between network 
properties and protein function is altered, despite overall preservation of network 
topology (Fig. 5-3). 
Functional relevance of intra-species networks are supported by significant 
overlaps between biophysical interactions and genome-wide measurements of functional 
relationships, such as shared Gene Ontology (GO) annotations (Ashburner et al., 2000) or 
co-expression and phenotypic similarities (Vidal et al., 2011). In the inter-interactome, 
such correlation measurements are not possible because the proteins are from different 
species. This problem was circumvented by comparing indirectly linked proteins (via a 
path length of two), which also display phenotypic and expression correlations reflecting 
coordinated activity, albeit to a lower extent (Gunsalus et al., 2005). The fractions of 
indirectly interacting proteins in the inter-interactome sharing specific Gene Ontology 
(GO) annotations (Ashburner et al., 2000) are reduced relative to those in the yeast YI-1 
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and human HI-1 networks (Fig. 5-4A), suggesting reduced global functional agreements 
in the inter-interactome. 
Consistently, we found significant enrichments of directly interacting yeast 
proteins in the yeast YI-1 network with genetic interaction (Costanzo et al., 2010) profile 
correlations. Such enrichments are reduced among indirectly linked yeast proteins in the 
yeast YI-1 network and further reduced among yeast proteins indirectly linked through 
human proteins in the inter-interactome (fig. SSA) . A similar trend was found for 
expression profiling data. Yeast protein pairs indirectly linked through human proteins in 
the inter-interactome exhibited significantly reduced expression correlation relative to 
indirectly linked yeast proteins in the yeast YI-1 network (fig. SSB). 
Despite reduced functional agreements in the inter-interactome, using link-based 
clustering to identify network communities (Ahn, Bagrow, & Lehmann, 2010) and testing 
communities with five or more proteins for GO enrichments, we found a total of 18 
communities enriched for function in the inter-interactome. Using the same approach, we 
identified 21 and 16 communities in the yeast YI-1 and human HI-1 networks, 
respectively (Fig. 5-4B and fig. S6-61). The fractions of communities enriched for shared 
function were significantly higher than random expectation in both the inter-interactome 
and intra-species networks (fig. S62). Many inter-species communities share protein 
nodes and related functions with the intra-species communities (Fig. 5-4B). For example, 
several inter-interactome and yeast YI-1 communities shared nodes and were enriched for 
functions related to protein trafficking (Fig. 5-4B), a highly conserved process between 
yeast and human (Wickner & Schekman, 2005). 
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Take together, decreased agreement of GO annotation between interacting 
proteins, decreased genetic interaction profile correlation and decreased expression 
correlation is consistent with inter-species interactions uncoupled from species-specific 
adaptive selection. Function enriched communities, however, suggest the overriding 
influence of conserved compatibility for some proteins due to common evolutionary 
constraints. 
Conserved interfaces may organize conserved protein complexes in yeast and 
human, and they may also serve to accrue new binding partners co-opted from species-
specific functions (Frost et al., 2012; McGary et al., 2010). Consistent with this 
possibility ' many communities in the inter-interactome are enriched for annotations that 
are held only by proteins in one species or the other. One telling example is the 
community containing Atg8 (fig . S42), a yeast protein essential for autophagosome 
formation (Shpilka, Weidberg, Pietrokovski, & Elazar, 2011). Autophagy is a conserved 
eukaryotic pathway for sequestering and transporting cytoplasmic and organellar proteins 
to the lysosome for degradation. Atg8 interacts with six human proteins (fig . S42), three 
of which (BNIP, BNIP3L, MLX) function in the regulation of apoptosis and viral 
responses. Inter-species interactions in this community suggest that metazoan-specific 
functions may arise through modification of ancient eukaryotic cellular machineries. 
To test the extent to which inter-species interactions may occur through conserved 
compatibility, we considered human proteins likely to functionally complement their 
corresponding orthologs in yeast. We compiled a list of 172 such human proteins (SOM), 
and screened these human proteins for interactions against the 3 ,778 yeast proteins tested 
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in the unbiased screen (table S1). We found 46 yeast-human inter-species interactions 
involving 15 human proteins (table S5). Eight of these human proteins interact with 
exactly the same yeast interaction partners as their yeast orthologs (Fig. 5-5A), consistent 
with conserved compatibility. Similar functions are found for the yeast and human 
orthologs as well as their inter-species interaction partners, relating conserved function to 
conserved compatibility. Three yeast proteins without human orthologs were found to 
interact with both yeast and human orthologs (Fig. 5-5A), supporting our hypothesis that 
conserved compatibility may underlie interactions with proteins not conserved in extant 
species (Fig . 5-1). 
To test for conserved compatibilities in the systematic inter-interactome, we asked 
to what extent inter-species interactors are shared between yeast and human orthologs. 
Significant fractions of inter-species interactions appeared to reflect such conserved 
compatibility, when using intra-species interactions from either the systematic yeast YI-1 
(table S6) or human HI-1 (table S7) data sets (Fig. 5-5B), or literature-curated yeast or 
human binary protein-protein interaction data sets from which YI-1 and HI-1 interactions 
were excluded (fig. S63). Some shared inter-species interactors have no orthologs in the 
opposing species (table S8), consistent with our expectation of conserved compatibility 
underlying species-specific interactions (Fig. 5-1), 
Inter-species interactions resulting from conserved compatibility should reveal 
conserved protein binding sites. We thus considered yeast and human protein complexes 
with three-dimensional (3D) structures. A total of 1,771 yeast-human protein pairs in the 
inter-interactome search space correspond to those pairs for which one protein and the 
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ortholog of the other protein were found in the same 3D complex (Less than 50% 
corresponds to direct contacts in the 3D structures). A total of 17 such pairs are identified 
in the inter-interactome (SOM, log2 enrichment of 6 .46, P < 2xl0-27 based on a Fisher's 
exact test, table S9). In all of the 17 cases, direct physical contacts were found between 
the yeast or human protein and the ortholog of its inter-species interaction partner (SOM, 
p < 10-6 based on a Fisher's exact test), supporting inter-species interactions occurring 
through conserved protein binding sites. Significantly more direct contacts (i.e. hydrogen 
bonds and non-bonded interactions) were found in such conserved interfaces than those 
interfaces present in other 3D yeast or human protein complexes for which inter-species 
interactions have not been detected (fig. S64). Close examination of the structures 
revealed crucial binding residues conserved between yeast and human orthologs . 
Consistent with our hypothesis (Fig. 5-1), conserved protein binding sites appear to 
mediate interactions with partners not necessarily conserved from yeast to human. 
Conserved compatibility may govern inter-species interactions not only for 
orthologous proteins but also more broadly for proteins with conserved domains. In line 
with this expectation, we found that both the orthologous and the non-orthologous yeast-
human protein pairs sharing at least one domain showed significantly higher fractions of 
interactors than other protein pairs with at least one common protein interactor (Fig. 5-
5C), supporting conserved compatibility among more distantly related proteins. 
To examine the extent to which inter-species compatibility are lost due to co-
evolution, we considered conserved interacting protein pairs, or interologs (Walhout et 
al., 2000) in the two unbiased binary interaction data sets, yeast YI-1 and human HI-1. 
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Using current Y2H protocols (Dreze et al., 2010), we verified eight intra-species yeast 
and human interologs, and tested the two possible inter-species interactions between 
partners from the opposing species. We found instances in which: i) both inter-species 
interactions were detected (fully conserved compatibility; four interolog pairs), ii) one of 
the two was detected (hemi-conserved compatibility; one pair), and iii) neither was 
detected (incompatibility; three pairs) (fig. S65 and table SlO). 
Greater sequence identity between yeast-human homologs did not appear to be 
associated with preservation of inter-species interactions. We therefore explored the 
possibility that inter-species interactions are lost due to variations of a small set of key 
interface residues (Dreze et al., 2009; Zhong et al., 2009). We examined an interologous 
pair of subunits of the DNA Replication Factor C (RFC) complex, for which neither of 
the two possible inter-species interactions was detected, and for which a three-
dimensional structure is available in yeast (Bowman, O'Donnell, & Kuriyan, 2004) . 
Despite the considerable overall sequence identities (51% and 50%), four out of the five 
residues most essential for complex formation differ between the yeast and human 
orthologs (Rfc2-RFC4: I309V and F327A, Rfc3-RFC5: A322S and W256F). The four 
residues are all conserved in multiple yeast species (table S8), consistent with the · 
importance of these residues for complex formation in yeast. In addition to these four 
differing residues, other interface residue variations were also predicted to modulate the 
yeast and human RFC complex stability (table Sll). This reconfiguration of interfaces in 
the RFC complex is consistent with divergent compatibility resulting from co-evolution. 
Co-evolution may reduce inter-species compatibility not only for orthologous . 
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proteins but also for proteins containing domains known to mediate interactions within 
species. A total of 170 inter-species interactions can be explained by domain-domain 
interactions annotated in the DOMINE database (Yellaboina, Tasneem, Zaykin, 
Raghavachari, & Jothi, 2011) (table S12). Half of these correspond to domain-domain 
interactions supported by high-resolution three-dimensional structural models or 
consensus predictions by independent computational approaches (Y ellaboina et al., 
2011) . The fraction of the inter-interactome that can be explained by domain-domain 
interactions is significantly higher than random expectation, but markedly lower than that 
of the yeast YI-1 or human HI-1 networks (Fig. 5-5D and fig. S66). The reduction in 
plausible domain-domain interactions supports loss of compatibility between interaction 
domains from different species resulting from divergent compatibility. 
To begin appreciating the extent to which interactome of extant species may arise 
from protein binding sites likely present in ancestral species, we identified interactions in 
yeast YI-1 and human HI-1 for which together with inter-species interactions in the inter-
interactome revealed common interacting partners of orthologs. Consistent with our 
expectation (Fig. 5-1), yeast and human proteins with or without orthologs in the 
opposing species appear to have interactions with such conserved ancestral origins (fig. 
S67). With more in-depth mapping of inter-interactome and the estimation of its 
completeness, more intra-species interactions with ancestral origins can be identified, and 
it will become possible to estimate the fractions of intra-species networks corresponding 
to conserved compatibility given completed inter-interactome. Also interesting is to map 
inter-interactome of species with diverse evolutionary divergence to understand dynamic 
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constraints on protein binding interfaces following distinct evolutionary trajectories. 
The lack of negative selection against deleterious interactions may lead to 
increased number inter-species interactions for some proteins (Zarrinpar et al., 2003). To 
test this, we compared the interaction propensity of proteins in the inter-interactome 
versus intra-species networks. We found two domains present in proteins with 
significantly greater propensity to form inter-species interactions than intra-species 
interactions (Fig. 5-SE), WD40 and zf-C3HC4. The WD40 domain mediates protein 
interactions through recognition of diverse short peptides or linear motifs (Stirnimann, 
Petsalaki , Russell , & Muller, 2010) . Given that linear motifs can arise de novo more 
readily than complex and specific domain binding interfaces, the reduced propensity of 
proteins with WD40 domains to form intra-species interactions likely indicates proteome-
wide within-species selection against the non-specific appearance of linear motifs 
(Zarrinpar et al. , 2003) . The zf-C3HC4 RING domain is a zinc finger subtype found 
primarily in ubiquitin-protein ligases (E3 proteins), adaptor proteins that bring ubiquitin-
conjugating enzymes (E2 proteins) and target substrates together. RING domains 
contribute to the specificity of target selection (Deshaies & Joazeiro, 2009), and the 
reduced intra-species interaction propensity of proteins with RING domains suggests that 
strict binding specificity for E3 proteins within species is an outcome of negative 
selection (Zarrinpar et al., 2003). Increased associations of inter-species interactions with 
proteins containing motif-binding domains are evidence of the emergence of new 
interactions through convergent compatibility. 
Understanding evolutionary rewiring of interactions from one species to another 
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is complicated by extensive lineage-specific gene-loss (Fig. 5-1). Parallel comparisons of 
inter-species and intra-species networks provide a framework to identify interactions with 
conserved evolutionary origins involving proteins not necessarily conserved in different 
species, and despite distant evolutionary separation. 
Yeast-human inter-species interactions not fully interpretable through conserved 
compatibility. This together with the intrinsic interactability that proteins exhibit within 
and across species indicates that interactions can emerge frequently, but not 
promiscuously, serving as a reservoir of evolutionary innovation (Fernandez & Lynch, 
2011; Gray, Lukes, Archibald, Keeling, & Doolittle, 2010; Jacob, 1977; Jarosz, Taipale, 
& Lindquist, 2010; Tokuriki & Tawfik, 2009). The looser functional agreement between 
inter-species interactors relative to intra-species interactors indicates the existence of 
opposing selective forces to retain functional interactions and remove deleterious 
interactions, thus tightening the correspondence between biophysical interactions and 
function in biological systems. 
Figure legends 
Fig. 5-1. Context and concepts of inter-species inter-interactomes . (A) Inferring networks 
of extant species with conserved origins through comparison of intra-species 
interactomes. (B) Systematic inter-interactome mapping investigates physical interactions 
between proteins in distantly related proteomes. Schematic of conserved, divergent and 
convergent compatibilities underlying inter-species interactions between protein XA from 
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species A and protein Y 8 from species B are shown. Ancestral proteins of XA andY 8 in 
the common ancestor of species A and Bare depicted as X0 and Y 0 , respectively. 
Fig. 5-2. A proteome-scale yeast-human inter-species inter-interactome. (A) Search space 
of the inter-interactome (CHI) network, matched to that of the previous intra-species 
yeast (YI-1) (Yu et al., 2008) and human (HI-1) (Rual et al., 2005) networks. (B) 
Fractions of human Positive Reference Set (PRS), yeast-human Random Reference Set 
(RRS), and inter-interactome (CHI) sample pairs in the full search space and the non-
orthologous subspace testing positive in the orthogonal LUMIER validation assay. Error 
bars: standard error of the proportion. P values determined using Chi-square test with 
Yates correction . (C) Density of interactions as pairs detected per million screened of the 
inter-species (CHI), intra-species yeast (YI-1) and human (HI-1) networks, both within 
their full search spaces and the corresponding subspaces containing no orthologs in the 
opposing species. Error bars: standard error of the proportion. (D) Proteome-wide 
distribution of inter-species interactions. Green dots represent interactions between yeast 
and human proteins with corresponding human proteins arrayed along the X axis and 
yeast proteins along theY axis. Proteins are arranged and binned according to the 
percentages of their sequences found within domains present in both yeast and human 
proteomes. Histograms describe the fractions of inter- and intra-species interactions 
involving yeast (on right) and human (bottom) proteins within each bin. Circles describe 
the percentages of proteins in each bin having mthologs (filled circles), or associated with 
functional complementation (hollow circles) in the opposing species . 
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Fig. 5-3. Non-randomly distributed inter-species interactions. (A) Graphical 
representations of the intra-species yeast (YI-1), yeast-human inter-interactome (CHI), 
and intra-species human (HI-1) networks. Orange nodes: yeast proteins, blue nodes: 
human proteins, gray edges: intra-species yeast-yeast or human-human interactions, 
green edges: yeast-human inter-species interactions . (B) Degree (top left panel), 
betweenness centrality (top right panel), disassortativity (bottom left panel) and shortest 
path (bottom right panel) distributions for the inter-interactome (CHI, green dots) 
compared to the yeast (YI-1, orange dots) and human (Hl-1, blue dots) networks. (C) 
Yeast (top panel) and human (bottom panel) proteins have correlated numbers of 
interactors in the inter-interactome (CHI) and yeast (YI-1) or human (HI-1) networks. 
Orange dots: yeast DB-X proteins, blue dots: human AD-Y proteins. P values ar.e for 
Spearman's correlation. 
Fig. 5-4. Evolutionary origins of inter-species compatibilities. (A) Schematic of cross-
species genetic complementation of mutant XA of species A by its ortholog X8 from 
species B that entails inter-species interactions of protein X8 (top panel). Eleven yeast 
proteins found to interact with both yeast and human orthologs and many share conserved 
functions (bottom panel). (B) Fractions of inter-species interactions revealing common 
interactors between yeast and human orthologs (arrows) relative to randomized controls 
(gray shaded areas), with intra-species yeast (YI-1) or human (HI-1) interactomes as 
reference, empirical P < 10-3 • (C) Interaction profile similarities of yeast and human 
protein pairs sharing at least one common interactor. P values determined by Mann-
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Whitney U test. (D) Fractions of interactions plausible through domain-domain 
interactions in the yeast (YI-1, orange line), inter-interactome (CID, green line), and 
human (HI-1, blue line) networks relative to randomized controls (gray shaded areas), 
empirical P < 10-3 . (E) Schematic of protein-protein interactions involving non-domain 
regions of proteins (top). Proteins ordered left to right by their relative inter-species 
interaction propensities (SOM, grey bars, bottom panel). Red vertical line positions 
indicate the rank of yeast or human proteins that contain domains (indicated at left) 
associated with significantly higher inter-species interaction propensities (middle panel). 
Significance determined using Mann-Whitney U test followed by Benjamini-Hochberg 
multiple hypothesis correction, 25% FDR. 
Fig. 5-5. Functional plasticity and constraints of the inter-interactome. (A) Enrichments 
of interacting protein pairs sharing specific GO annotations in the inter-interactome (CHI, 
green) and intra-species yeast (YI-1, orange) and human (HI-1, blue) networks at various 
cutoffs of GO specificity. (GO specificity is the number of proteins in the search space 
sharing a particular GO annotation). (B) GO annotation enriched communities in the 
inter-interactome (CHI), intra-species yeast (YI-1) and human (HI-1) networks. Orange 
circles: yeast communities; green circles: inter-interactome communities; blue circles: 
human communities. Community labels are representative GO annotations. Communities 
are connected if they share protein nodes, with line thickness corresponding to the 
number of shared nodes. Unconnected communities are not shown. Communities within 
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the dashed black curve (bottom left) are enriched for functions related to protein 
trafficking. 
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Conclusions and Future Directions 
Animals, plants, and fungi are of broad importance with respect to the fields of 
medicine, agriculture and industry. To understand the biological systems of these 
eukaryotes, we must characterize and integrate biased datasets with respect to function 
and evolution. Biases and lack of precision in interactions and networks result in distorted 
conclusions. These may manifest as different views of the functional organization of the 
cell (X. Yu, Ivanic, Memisevic, Wallqvist, & Reifman, 2011) or conflicting views 
regarding the essentiality of hubs (Jeong, Mason, Barabasi, & Oltvai, 2001). 
In this manuscript, we elaborated upon the complementary nature of interactome 
maps of various species and provenances, quantifying biases indicative of the 
heterogeneous and incomplete nature of many protein interaction network maps with 
respect to protein properties . Rather than characterizing a single measure of interaction 
quality (Braun, Tasan, & Dreze, 2008), interactions detected using different assay types 
may reflect truly different aspects of the interactome, providing an opportunity to 
characterize interactions through the assays that detect them. From this perspective, the 
different nature of binary and non-binary interactions (H. Yu et al., 2008) may be a high 
level division, with many further subdivisions below it. If the cost of screening to 
saturation in multiple assays decreases enough , profiles of the presence and absence of 
interactions may be a useful measure of the nature of these interactions. Already, within 
the "double-edge" sub-network of HI-2012 (interactions that tested positive in multiple 
assays), we see that the topology of the sub-network differs from what would be expected 
in a randomly chosen set of edges, and that the proteins within the sub-network are more 
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likely to be found within complexes. 
Although different assays are known to yield qualitatively different networks, 
quantitative comparisons of the quality and coverage of these interactome maps have 
assumed homogeneity across the proteome (Braun et al., 2008; Stumpf & Thorne, 2008; 
Venkatesan et al., 2008). Such differences, such as how non-binary interaction datasets 
reflect co-complex interactions to a greater degree than systematic binary tests (H. Yu et 
al., 2008), mean that specific technologies are more suited to certain kinds of interactome 
mapping. Coexpression and colocalization have been used to predict protein interactions, 
but systematically ignore true biological interactions between proteins whose expression 
is not necessarily correlated or for which localization has been poorly characterized. 
Given the role of annotation in the machine learning approaches used to infer binary 
interactions within complexes in a recently published co-fractionation network 
(Havugimana et al., 2012), the observation that proteins with greater GO annotation were 
more likely to be involved in more interactions may demonstrate the rabbit hole of 
circularity with respect to what we know about proteins. 
We found CCSB networks to be robust to a wide variety of possible biases. 
Although the yeast two-hybrid assay was thought to be depleted of membrane proteins 
(Fields & Sternglanz, 1994), HI-2012 was not noticeably more depleted of proteins with 
greater numbers of predicted transmembrane helix passes than other networks . Proteins 
with greater disordered or charged residue fractions appeared to have more interactions in 
the HI-2012 network, as suggested by (Haynes et al., 2006). Proteins in known pathways 
(Subramanian, Tamayo, Mootha, Mukherjee, & Ebert, 2005) did not have greater 
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numbers of interactions in HI-2012 the way that they did in other networks, suggesting 
that the new network's lack of bias towards characterized proteins provides an 
opportunity to revisit previously characterized pathways through new interactions. 
To better understand the strengths and weaknesses of our yeast two-hybrid 
screens with respect to depth, we developed a new method for determination of sampling 
sensitivity in the Arabidopsis paper. In the past, interaction sampling sensitivity was 
modeled with hypergeometric and binomial distributions (V enkatesan et al. , 2008) 
requiring 1) deep repeat screening of a hopefully representative subspace of interactions 
for determination of parameters, 2) acceptance of assumptions·of constant sampling 
sensitivity across each of these classes, 3) risk of over fitting the data, and 4) splitting sets 
of interacting pairs into classes based on previous knowledge of which pairs interacted , 
did not interact, or for which interactions were harder or easier to detect. Even though a 
new measure of screening sensitivity was found, this provided a prescient connection to 
analyses of bias performed in the human network. We quantified the depth of screening 
in the Arabidopsis repeat space by looking to the Michaelis-Menten equation for 
inspiration. Its two parameters reflected 1) number of interactions at screen saturation, 
analogous to V max, where further screening , analogous to the addition of more substrate , 
no longer helps and 2) the rate at which this number is approached , analogous to the KM 
parameter. 
Because the systematic screens are not hypothesis driven, the human network 
found binary interactions for many genetic disease related proteins for which no binary 
interactions were previously identified. Using the disease associations described in (Goh 
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et al., 2007), and creative use of OMIM disease gene assignments, we found that 
interacting proteins sharing disease annotation occurred in the real HI2012 network 
significantly more frequently than expected at random, and that the HI2012 network 
found many direct interactors of disease proteins missed by other assays . 
Regarding functional inferences relating to pathological interspecies interactions 
(Vidal, Cusick, & Barabasi, 2011), such as those that show pathogen proteins to interact 
with hubs in human (Calderwood et al., 2007; Rozenblatt-Rosen et al., 2012) and plant 
(Mukhtar et al., 2011) interactomes, non-pathological cross-species protein interactions · 
can be seen as an ideal control. The rationale for pathogen attack of hubs is that it is the 
most effective place to begin to disrupt a system. Because yeast proteins are not 
pathogens and are not associated with cancer, we do not expect them to attack human 
hubs or have enrichments of interactions with cancer genes (Futreal, Coin, Marshall, & 
Down, 2004), which are often hubs (Xia, Sun, Jia, & Zhao, 2011). The twist is that yeast 
proteins, and even random sets of human proteins, are enriched for interactions with hubs 
and cancer genes. Such results hint at the presence of a finite number of surfaces acting 
as universal communications standards for organization. This may explain why 
functionally enriched (Berriz, Beaver, Cenik, Tasan, & Roth, 2009) link-based (Ahn, 
Bagrow, & Lehmann, 2010) clusters were found in the cross-species as well as 
systematic CCSB interactomes. 
To describe the direction as well as the modularity of edges, we characterized 
interactions between members of the greatly expanded ubiquitination system of 
Arabidopsis, which includes approximately 1400 proteins identified as 'E3' ubiquitin 
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ligases (Mazzucotelli et al., 2006) . These ubiquitin ligases work together with 'E2' 
ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes to transfer ubiquitin moieties from 'E1' ubiquitin-
activating enzymes to selected lysines of target proteins (or other ubiquitin moieties to 
form chains) (Bachmair, Novatchkova, Potuschak, & Eisenhaber, 2001). We constructed 
a list of E1s, E2s, E3s and proteins known to be ubiquitinated from a variety of literature 
sources (lgawa et al., 2009; Manzano, Abraham, L6pez-Torrej6n, & DelPozo, 2008; 
Maor et al., 2007) . These lists, together with our knowledge of how the ubiquitination 
cascade proceeds, suggested functional directions for our conventionally undirected 
protein interactions. Although the interactors were already known to be associated with 
the ubiquitination system, the interactome allowed us to putatively infer pathways along 
which the ubiquitin moiety travels and E3 interactors that could confer specificity of 
delivery. This analysis was also be performed to suggest direction and function for 
interactions between known kinases (Gribskov et al., 2001), phosphatases (Gribskov et 
al., 2001) and phosphorylated proteins (Durek eta!., 2010). In addition to determining 
putative ubiquitination and phosphorylation relationships between proteins, we 
determined new avenues of cross talk between plant hormones. 
Opposite the goal of characterizing functional interactions in human and 
Arabidopsis, the inter-species interactome sought to find interactions divorced from 
function, similar to pseudo-interactions (Venkatesan eta!., 2008), reflecting a biophysical 
propensity to occur in vitro, but which localization or expression evidence suggests 
should never occur in cells. In the inter-species interactome, the queried proteins had not 
had the opportunity to come into contact with one another since their common ancestral 
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orthologs diverged a billion years ago. This approach was complementary to the 
evolutionary analyses of paralog divergence in Arabidopsis, as the divergence of paralogs 
within the same species demonstrated relationships under evolutionary constraints not 
present in the Cross-Species Hybrid network. The nature of inter-species protein 
interactions made them better able to differentiate conserved interaction surfaces, 
dynamically rewired interactions reflecting divergent functional constraints, and 
stochastically complementary surfaces interacting due to circumstances independent of 
co-evolution. 
Carefully constructed systematic experiments with multiple repeats in 
Arabidopsis, and the matching of the inter-species search space to the to the HI-1 (Rual et 
al., 2005) and YI-1 (H. Yu et al., 2008) search spaces, allowed us to explore signatures of 
evolution at the network level. Such experiments allowed us to make functional and 
evolutionary inferences in Chapter three and to describe dynamic changes of interactome 
networks in Chapter four, comparing both the divergence of paralogs within the same 
species and orthologs in different species. Identifying the degree to which stochasticity 
affected our results through repeated interactiQn tests provided us with the necessary 
controls to be able to show dynamic divergence for paralogs, and matched search spaces 
across and within species interactions demonstrated the preservation and rewiring of 
protein interaction interfaces over evolutionary time scales. 
Such edge rewiring mutations (Dreze et al., 2009; Zhong et al., 2009), 
accumulating over evolutionary time, reflect divergence from common ancestry, allowing 
us to consider how the interaction partners of paralogous or orthologous proteins differ in 
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the same way that we test how the interaction profiles of single amino acid changes or 
isoforms differ, but going beyond the limit of possible interaction partners in a single 
species. These evolutionary studies may in fact be seen as extreme, large-scale 
demonstrations of edgetic mutation effects, and for interologs without cross-species 
interactions, may highlight proteins with structural aspects resulting in the birth rather 
than loss of interactions. In this way, explorations of interaction variation, duplication, 
and trans-kingdom interactomics broadens our understanding of interactome network 
evolution. 
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